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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significa nt News by the Editors
Our Silver Anniversary
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was almost twenty years ago and mid-September.
Summer still lingered and the spirit of vacation.
Nevertheless the bells of the first class rang heedlessly
on. And I at least was thrilled with it all - the strange
campus immediately friendly and mysteriously familiar
because the kindly muse that weaves the myths and
makes the heroes of yesteryear had anticipated me and
now proudly guided me through lane and hall, the
strange faces of fellow-students so evidently eager to
lose their strangeness, the strange city smiling a defiance to be explored, and the strange experiences, now
within immediate reach, of being a fan at a Big League
baseball game and of going out and coming in with a
freedom never again so tempting and so gay.
T

These were the first words the reader carrie upon
when he opened Volume 1, Number 1 (November,
1937) of a handsome, pocket-size magazine carrying
the mysterious and rather improbable name of The
Cresset. It was a good issue. The editors had some
pointed things to say about anti-Semitism (this was in
the heyday of the Nazis), some words of caution about
"the political interests of Romanism," some still-valid
criticism of the level of religious reporting in the
secular press, some observations on the tensions between science and religion, and some kind words for
Justice Hugo L. Black who had come under strong
criticism because of a past affiliation with the Ku Klux
Klan (the editors thought he ought to be forgiven).
The main feature articles were a statement of the
magazine's principles and purposes by its editor, 0. P.
Kretzmann, and an article entitled "Dadaism - Pathological Episode" by Dr. Theodore Graebner, who also
did a column called "The Alembic." (Dr. Graebner's
first column rose to the defense of professional boxing
which was then, as now, under considerable criticism.)
NOVEMBER
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Two columnists who are still with us were writing in
the same areas in this first issue as they are writing now
- Dr. Kretzmann, whose "The Pilgrim" is our oldest
column under the same name, and Walter A. Hansen,
whose "The Music Room" was originally entitled
"Music and Music Makers."
One of the handsomest features of this first issue was
an eight-page art section, beautifully printed on a
heavy, egg-shell stock with a commentary by the art
editor, A. R. Kretzmann. The book review section included reviews of Dale Carnegie's How to Win Friends
and Influence People (by Dr. John Theodore Mueller,
who noted that "Always the appeal is to human vanity,
the fool's desire to feel important, his ego-culture.");
Christopher Dawson's Religion and the Modern State;
Leonard Q. Ross's The Education of H>+-Y>+-M>+-A+N
K>+-A>+-P>+-L>+-A>+-N; VanWyck Brooks's The Flowering
of New England; Kenneth Roberts's Northwest Passage;
and Walter D. Edmonds's Drums Along the Mohawk.
Helen Myrtis Lange struck it luckier than most poets
do nowadays with three poems in this first issue.
We have some more to say about this first issue of
The Cresset but perhaps we can wrap up what we
have said up to this point by noting that the magazine
has maintained a certain integrity over the years. We
are still for most of the things our founders favored,
and we are still against most of the things they opposed.
And this, we think, is not accidental, for both they and
we stand on the same ground: the Word of God and
the Lutheran Confessions. And where these speak at
all, they speak directly and relevantly to every age.

Eli jah's Mantel
There is nothing that can both sober and encourage
a man quite as much as the awareness that he sits where
great men once sat. No President of the United States
can ever be quite unaware of the fact that he holds the
office which Washington, Lincoln, and Roosevel t once
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held, and no president of the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod can ever be unmindful of the fact that he is a
successor of· Walther and Wyneken.
Most of the present group of Cresset Associates were
in high school or college when Volume l, Number l,
was published. Some of us were students of the first
editors. Over the years, we learned to know and appreciate them for what they were: some of them men of
national and international reputation, some of them
little known outside the Missouri Synod, all of them
big men. We often feel rather small in their shoes, but
the point is that it is their shoes which we are wearing
and we hope to do so without discredit to them or to
ourselves.
Of the original editorial associates, three are still actively involved in the work of the magazine: Dr. 0. P.
Kretzmann, Dr. A. R. Kretzmann, and Professor Walter
A. Hansen. Two (Dr. 0. A. Dorn, the first managing
editor and now general manager of Concordia Publishing House, and Alfred Klausler, now editor of Th e Walther League M essenge1·) have made outstanding reputations in other areas of journalism. Two others (Dr. E. J.
Friedrich and Dr. Ad. T. Haentzschel) are retired after
long academic careers. Four ( Dr. Theodore Graebner,
Pastor Paul Lindemann, Dr. Walter A. Maier, and Dr.
W. G. Polack) have joined that great "cloud of witnesses" which the writer to the Hebrews describes as
those "of whom the world was not worthy." One (Dr.
0. A. Geiseman) awaits with patience and hope the unfolding of the Father's will in a Chicago hospital.
We may or may not be the men these men were; that
is for others to judge. But we are those whom they
chose as their successors, and while we can not claim
to know what they would say to the problems of our
generation, we know in what spirit they would approach
them. They cared about what happened to the world
and to the church, they had the guts to speak their own
minds without worrying how their views would be received, and they thought it important to speak with a
certain style and flair. They made fast friends and implacable enemies. And they left us this magazine which,
we hope, will always try to call the shots as they did,
honestly and candidly, "in luce Tua."

Looking Ahead
This anniversary issue would seem to be a particularly
appropriate place for the restatement of certain convictions which have dominated the editorial position of
The Cresset through the past twenty-five years and
which we hold just as strongly today. We commend
them to w.J:wever may be our successors in the next
quarter century.
l. We believe that the Holy Scriptures of the New
and Old Testaments are the Word of God and the
only ultimate rule of faith and life.

2. We believe that, when the Scriptures speak, man
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is bound; and that when they are silent, no man has
the authority to bind another man's conscience.
3. We willingly submit to the Lutheran Confessions
incorporated in the Book of Concord as the best human
exposition of the teachings of the Scriptures.
4. We believe that the Church is one in Jesus Christ,
its only Head, and that according to its Lord's will it
should be one also in its outward appearance.
5. We believe that every calling of man, undert.a ken
and carried out in the fear of God, is a worthy cailing;
and that no man in his calling should be required to
conform his thoughts or speech or writing to any temporal or ecclesiastical authority. We therefore oppose
all forms of totalitarianism and clericalism.
6. We believe that no man lives to himself or dies
to himself, but that all men must bring their lives and
their works under the judgment of God. We therefore oppose every form of secularism which would deny
to the Church its right to speak prophetically in socalled secular matters.
7. We believe that the principles and institutions of
government established under the Constitution of the
United States provide the Christian citizen an opportunity, probably unique in the history of man, to exercise both his freedom and his responsibility in the affairs of this world, and we believe that it is a high moral
obligation of the Christian citizen to preserve, protect,
and defend these principles and institutions from every
form of attack that may be made upon them.
·8. Without passing judgment upon our fellow-Christians in other lands who have found it possible to accommodate to totalitarian governments, we do not believe that it is possible for any American Christian to be
a nything less than vigorously opposed to every form of
Communism and Fascism .
9. We believe that the denial of any civil right to
any person on the basis of race, religion, nationality,
sex, or economic class is an insult to the Creator and
will inevitably call down upon the offending person, or
class, or nation the sanctions which are written into the
Law of God.
10. We believe that the Church has neither the right
nor the power to determine whom it will admit to its
fellowship but must gladly receive every soul that the
Holy Spirit has called.
11. We believe that the arts, letters, and sciences
are good gifts of God, capable of misuse but equally
capable of use to the glory of God and in the service of
mankind. We therefore reject the contention that the
arts or sciences can be morally justified only on utilitarian grounds.
12. We believe that the Creator Who set man in a
garden intended life on this earth to be enjoyable, and
that pleasure and amusement are not only licit for the
Christian but enjoined upon him. We therefore oppose
THE CRESSET

every attempt to prohibit for all men those enjoyments
which some men abuse.
13. We believe that change is inevitable and that
there is no virtue in following old ways merely because they are old. But we also believe that men can
learn from the experience of the past and that there is
much wisdom in the rule that, if change is not necessary,
it is necessary that there be no change.
14. We believe that the family is the basic structure
in society, and that the claims of every other social
structure (government, education, the institutional
church) are subordinate to those of the family.
15. We believe that modern war, as an instrument
of national policy, is in its nature suicidal and can be
justified (if at 'all) only on those grounds which justify
the suicide of the individual.

A Souvenir vs. a Policy
We don't know what to do about Cuba, and so we
are willing to trust the judgment of the President and
his advisers. But we do know something about geography and history, and so we doubt that appeals to the
Monroe Doctrine will be very helpful in solving the
Cuban problem.
The Monroe Doctrine was a piece of inspired statesmanship in its day and should be honored for what
it was: a national policy which took full advantage
of the geographical and political realities of its day to
further the national interests of the United States.
Basically it reflected two realities of the world of President Monroe's day: the remoteness of the Americas
from the center of world power (in Europe), and the
political and military primacy of a Great Britain which,
for reasons of its own, looked with disfavor upon any
further colonial adventures in the New World. The
words of the Doctrine were chiefly those of the American secretary of state, John Quincy Adams. The power
reality behind the words was that of the Royal Navy.
The real world of 1962 is radically different from
the real world of 1823. It is still in the national interest
of the United States to consider any "colonization by
any European powers" as "the manifestation of an
unfriendly disposition toward the United States." But
when such "colonization" takes place, what is our recourse? We can no longer meet such situations by
sending in a punitive force while · the Royal Navy
stands guard against the interference of third parties.
Direct action on our part against Cuba would almost
certainly bring the Soviet Union to Cuba's defense,
just as direct action by the Soviet Union against Turkey would almost certainly bring us to Turkey's defense.
No one can say whether such a confrontation could be
restricted to localized action in Cuba. Responsible
statesmanship must reckon with the possibility that
Cuba could become the Poland of World War III.
It would be well for us, therefore, to lay the docuNOVEMBER
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ment called the Monroe Doctrine alongside George
Washington's fareweU address and James K. Polk's
doctrine of Manifest Destiny in the closet where we
keep those great national treasures which served us
superbly well in our youth but which we have long
since outgrown - and to concentrate, in the spirit of
Adams and Monroe, upon evolving a doctrine as applicable to the realities of our day as the Monroe Doctrine
was to the realities of its day. We believe that this is
being done by a process of trial and error, and that if
we can be patient a while longer we will see that wisdom did not die with our fathers.

"A New and Bold Instrument"
That we still have wise leaders who can rise above
narrow considerations of partisanship is evident from
the passage, last September, of a foreign trade bill which
President Kennedy has described as "a new and bold
instrument of American trade policy."
This bill authorizes the President to reduce any tariff
duty by as much as fifty per cent over the next five
years and to eliminate duties completely on a large
number of goods which are exported mainly by the
United States and the European Common Market.
The bill is intended to give United States negotiators
the latitude they need to lower or remove trade barriers between us and the Common Market countries, as
well as other non-Communist countries. It is a step in
the direction of free trade.
There are many defects in the bill. A lot of special
interest lobbyists earned their pay while the bill was
being hammered out in the White House and on Capitol Hill. But with all its defects, it is a major achievement of responsible statesmanship if only because it
constitutes a kind of declaration of economic interdependence with the rest of the non-Communist world.
We have pulled ourselves out of the old rut of protectionist thinking and have made at least a tentative
move in the direction of competition on an open
world market.
There can be no doubt that the passage of this bill
represents the President's biggest legislative victory to
date. But support for the bill came from both sides
of the aisle in both houses of the Congress. That this
kind of intelligent bipartisanship was possible on the
eve of Congressional elections reflects great credit particularly upon the Republican leadership of the Congress.
It is interesting to speculate why this bill, which
could probably not even have gotten out of committee
as recently as five years ago, could have been passed
with so little public debate this year. Certainly the
President and his advisers must be credited with having done a first-rate selling job. But we suspect that
there is more to it than that. We suspect that both
in Congress and in the country there is a growing
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awareness that the United States is a part of a larger
world, ·a ';"Orld from which we can not withdraw and
without which we can not survive, either economically
or politically. The concessions and compromises that
had to be written into the bill to get it through Congress are evidences of the fact that there are still influential groups among us who are still thinking in terms
of the old Hawley-Smoot perspective. But eventually
even they will catch up with the times, and probably
within a decade the idea of "protectionism" will be as
dead as Bryan's "free and unlimited coinage of silver."

From Calhoun to Barnett
In his A Preface to Paradise Lost (Oxford University Press, 1942), C. S. Lewis describes the progress of
Satan as a fall "from hero to general, from general to
politician, from politician to secret service agent, and
thence to a thing that peers in at bedroom or bathroom windows, and thence to a toad, and finally to a
snake."
Over a long period of time, and against the background of a distinctive geographical and cultural setting, the American South developed a "Southern way
of life" which includes among many other elements
a conviction that the Negro is inherently inferior to the
white man; that it is impossible for the two races to
meet each other on the same social level; that the Negro,
therefore, while he is entitled to humane treatment, is
not entitled to the same acceptance as the white man;
that the structure of the United States is such that
the individual state has a sovereign right to determine
its own social patterns; and that when the federal government attempts to prescribe unacceptable changes
in these patterns state officials may interpose the
sovereignty of the state between federal law and the
individual citizen.
One of the first champions of Southern particularism
was the great John C. Calhoun, as brilliant a student
of the Constitution as this country has yet produced.
When Calhoun's learning and eloquence failed to carry
the day for particularism, the South turned to its
generals - to Lee and Johnston and Jackson. When
the generals failed, the South turned to its politicians,
who by capturing control of the committees of Congress managed for well over half a century to block
any significant legislative assaults l,lpon the Southern
way of life. This strategy failed when the battle was
shifted from the legislature to the courts. And with
the failure of this strategy, most Southerners, while continuing to speak the old language of particularism,
bowed to the inevitable and reluctantly accepted the
fact that the Southern way of life, like everything else
in a changing world, would have to adjust to the realities of a world which, whether better or worse than
the world of their fathers, is certainly different.
Most Southerners, but not all.
6

There are still those

who think they can succeed where the heroes have
failed, where the generals have failed, and where the
politicians have failed . They were out in force on the
campus of the University of Mississippi on the night of
September 30. And they were led not by a Calhoun or
a Lee or a Russell but by a demagogic governor and
a discredited extremist who had laid aside an honorable
uniform so that he might excite sedition against the
nation which he had once sworn to "defend against all
foes, foreign or domestic."
To those Southerners who were persuaded of the
rightness of their way of life, and who valued it as a
legacy worth preserving, it must be the ultimate tragedy
that its defense has passed from hero to general, from
general to politician, from politician to whatever history may finally judge Barnett and Walker to be.
Speaking as one whose roots lie deeper in the South
than in the North, we would ask: "Brothers, is anything that has fallen from Calhoun to Barnett worth
preserving?"

Letter From Xanadu, Nebr.
We have received the following letter from our former
colleague, G.G., on the occasion of our twenty-fifth anniversary:
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the International Lutheran Implement Dealers Association of the United States and
Canada and the staff of Th e Spreader, congratulations on your twenty-fifth anniversary.
I guess I ought to apologize for not writing
lately but I have been very busy. You probably
know that I am running another business on the
side now - Lutheran Slogans, Inc., which is an
outfit that makes up slogans for things like church
and college fund-raising drives and etc. We did
the slogan for Melanchthon College's On to Greatness drive ("Money answereth all things" - Ecclesiastes 10: 19) which you probably know succeeded in raising enough money to refinish the
basketball floor; also for the Leap of Faith drive
which Stephan Memorial Church
(Maverick,
Texas) ran for its parking lot project, and for the
Adventure in Sacrifice collection which St. Dives
Church (Caucasia Park, Long Island) is going to
be taking up on Thanksgiving Day for air-conditioning the church and getting cushions for the
pews.
I'm getting a great kick out of this work. It's
what you might call creative, if you know what I
mean. So again, congratulations, and if you know
anybody who needs a real heart-reaching slogan
give us a plug, will you?
Regards,
G.G.
THE CRESSET

AD ll B.
The World in a Small Town
--------------8 y

A L F R E D

THE population explosion which is going on in the
world has been well publicized in recent years
with numerous newspaper and magazine articles on
the subject. My trouble in understanding the situation has been that I am not accustomed to working
with large figures and my mind can't grasp their
significance.
We know the population of the world right now is
over three billion, and we know that 187,000,000 of us
live in the United States. Often we have been told
that there are over 214,000,000 Russians and that India
has a population of more than 408,000,000, but that
China with its 680,000,000 inhabitants is the largest.
For some reason, I can't comprehend these figures in
this form, and, I suspect, the realities of the world population are difficult for even the experts to understand.
But suppose the world's population were to be compressed into one small city of a thousand persons in
proportion to their actual population in their respective countries. Then it is possible to view the situation with some perspective and, by the way, it gives
us a better idea of how we must look to the world.
Someone did this compressing in a few areas, and it
is not difficult to extend the matter a bit farther.
Our view of this town of one thousand would probably be one of a quiet midwestern town with tree-lined
streets and a business district built around a court
house square. If it were to be more typical and more
representative, however, it would more likely

be a

rather barren town on the edge of a rice paddy and
business would be conducted in a crowded bazaar, with
the British, the Americans, and the Hindus running
most of the shops.
It is the composition of the population in this town
which is most interesting, for if we compress the world's
population into one thousand residents, there would be
only sixty Americans. The Russians would number
seventy-two, the Hindus would have a total of 140 and
the Chinese about 220.
While their numbers may not be large, the Americans would be well ahead economically, for the sixty
would have fifteen times as many possessions per person as all the rest of the townspeople. The Americans
would produce 16% of the total food supply, and, while
they would eat 72% above the maximum food requirements, they would still have food left over to store or
give away.
NOVEMBER
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Of the fifty-three telephones in the town, Americans
would have twenty-eight, and, of course, they would
have far more than their share of coal, fuel, electric
power, steel, and equipment. The very lowest income
group among the Americans would be far better off
than the average in this one-world town, and the sixty
Americans plus about two hundred others from Western
Europe, a few in South America, and some from South
Africa, Australia, and Japan, would make up the
wealthy class. The average life expectancy of the sixty
Americans would be seventy but that of the 940 others
would be less than forty years.
Proportionately, the Americans would have more
children in school (and I am sure would be paying
more than their share of taxes). From the first grade
through college there would be twelve of the seventytwo Russians in school, seventeen of the 220 Chinese,
only eleven of the 140 Indians, but fifteen of the sixty
Americans.
We know that Christians are outnumbered in the
world today, but by how much? Well, in our town of
one thousand, almost all would belong to some religious
group. However, out of the thousand only 390 could
be classified as Christian, one-third of these Protestant
and two-thirds Roman Catholic.
The political and religious significance of these
figures becomes apparent when we note that eighty of
,)ur townspeople would be practicing Communists and
another 370 would be under Communist domination.
Less than half of the citizens would have heard of
Jesus Christ, but more than half would have heard and
would continue to hear about Karl Marx, Lenin, and
Khrushchev.
It would not be a particularly happy or congenial
place to live, especially for the Americans, who would
be overly fed while a large percentage of the population
would be hungry. When only two hundred of us have
so much and the other eight hundred so little, a lot of
rioting would seem to be in prospect. And if matters
came to a vote, it is clear we would be outvoted by the
Communists.
Even more a matter of concern is the proportion of
Christians to non-Christians in our town. You and I
might well say that if we were living in this town, we
would be out trying to convert our fellow-citizens.
Would we? What are we doing about it now?
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The Minority Magazine

a Mass Media Culture

BY THE ODORE PETE RSON

Dean, College of journalism and Communications
University of Illinois

Q

autumn day in 1940, when both the world and
I had a good deal more innocence than we have
today, newsdealers and booksellers on the campus of
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis offered a
new literary magazine to a generally apathetic public.
Its name was Drafts, and it was the beloved child of
two of my fellow undergraduates. Tom Heggen, with
an excitement that was rare for him, had written me
the previous summer to tell me his ideas for the magazine and to ask if I would like to join him in publishing it. A good many well-known authors had short
stories which they cherished but which they could not
place in commercial magazines, he thought, and a persuasive young publisher could probably cadge them
without much trouble. By running a few such stories
in each issue, he thought, we could attract an audience
for what was his chief concern, the young and unpublished Minnesota writer. Although I shared a little
of Tom's enthusiasm for the project, I lacked one important requirement of partnership - fifty dollars'
capital, a sum which in those happy days would pay
for my room, my hamburger lunches and steak dinners,
my nickel beer and twenty-five cent tobacco, for a
whole month.
Tom found another partner, Robert Wadsworth, and
their Drafts was reasonably true to Tom's intent. It
carried stories by Grace Flandrau and Meridel LeSeur,
established Minnesota authors, and by Peggy Harding,
Dan Brennan, and two other talented unknowns. It
also carried the editors' optimistic promise that future
issues would carry three stories by well-known writers,
three by young and little-published authors .
Well, that first issue of Drafts was the last. A few
months later Bob Wadsworth went off to the United
Press in Ohio, Tom Haggen to the R eader's Digest in
New York. The war came, and Tom tried to capture
its frustration and sadness and humor in Mistet· Roberts.
And then they found him that May morning in 1949,
dead in the bathtub of his New York apartment, a halfempty bottle of sleeping tablets nearby, his high spirits
and brooding silences and black moods gone forever,
at the age of 29.
For several reasons, I have written about Drafts at
greater length than it deserves. One reason, of course, is
nostalgia. Another is that it came in almost the final
year of a vanished era, a time when writers turned more
comfortably to creativity than to criticism and when
liberals looked on a world that was black and white
and only a little gray. Still another is that the story
of Drafts was pretty much the story of scores of other
8
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little magazines - amateur editors, little money, high
purpose, low circulation, long hopes, short life, and all.
In shortJ it is as good a way as any to begin a distussion
of the minority magazine in a mass media society.
In this article, I would like to take a quick look at the
past, present and future of the minority magazines but
with special emphasis on just a couple of types. As I
see it, one can comfortably put most minority magazines into one or another of three broad categories.
First are the magazines which give their major emphasis
to ideas. They can be divided into a number of subcategories - those of political cast, such as the Nation ,
the N ew R epublic and the N ew Leader; those of literary
bent, such as Drafts, the Sewanee Review, and the Hudson R eview; and those of religious orientation, such as
Ch ristian Century, the Cresset, and, in a way, Thought,
Fordham University's quarterly of "culture and idea."
For the most part, the editors of such magazines are far
more interested in having their say than in turning a
profit. Indeed, most of them must depend on subsidy
or help from philanthropic friends to pay printer and
postmaster. Second are the magazines which traffic
chiefly in specialized information - Sports Illustrated,
·for instance, and Parents' and Hot Rod. They are
usually commercial magazines, as are those in my third
ca tegory, magazines with a general but nevertheless
restricted appeal, such as Atlantic, Harper's and the
N ew Yorker.
True, those three categories do not provide a fine
enough net to entrap every fish in the sea of magazines,
but they do catch most. And they certainly suggest
that I disagree with one editor friend who insists, although not too strongly, that every magazine, even one
of multi-million circulation, is a minority publication
because it appeals to only a small percentage of the
total population.
Just what purpose setting up those categories serves,
I am not entirely sure, except that it is in the academic
tradition and it does give you an idea of the sort of
magazines I am talking about.
For all practical purposes, minority magazines of the
type I have just mentioned took on major importance
in the fading years of the nineteenth century when
the modern magazine of huge circulation, low price
to the reader, and mass appeal came into its own. They
became important then simply because up until that
time most magazines were in a sense minority magazines appealing to a cultural elite, to an upper class of
education and means. Even the magazines leading in
circulation and prestige were remote from the lives and
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interests of the great and growing middle class until
the last decade or so of the century.

Magazines Go Commercial
Then in the 1890s Frank Munsey, S. S. McClure,
Cyrus Curtis and others, seeing an untapped market
for their publications and sensing the important part
that advertising was to play in the economy, turned
their magazines from a class to a mass audience. They
geared their content to the tastes and interests of the
ordinary citizen, and they matched their prices to his
purse. They established the principle that publishers
have followed ever since: You sell your magazine for
less than the cost of production and take your profit
from the volume of advertising attracted by the large
circulation that your low price makes possible.
About that time, as America turned from an agrarian
to an industrial economy, advertising became the handmaiden of mass production and mass distribution. In
1905, looking back at the development of advertising
over the past 20 years, Printers' Ink commented: "Suddenly the manufacturing world has developed an intense, anxious interest in both advertising and consumers. It is glad to talk plans of advertising and
discuss trade-marks with solicitors, where a year ago the
latter would have got no hearing." With advertising
as the prize, the race for mammoth circulations began
in the 1890s, and it has never stopped.
The frantic race for a mass audience dismayed some
crltlcs. The Independent in 1895 wondered what
would happen to such esteemed leaders as the Century
and Harper's, which could not possibly muster a halfmillion readers apiece since the nation did not have
that many persons of culture who could appreciate
them. "The fit audience in an educated country like
ours is not few, but it is not yet unlimited; nevertheless
it is the only audience worth addressing, for it contains
the thinking people," the editor lectured. "The rest
may or may not be sturdy citizens, may count in the
militia and the population and the lower schools; but
they are not the ones who delight to seek the instruction
they need most."
The editor of the Independent could decry the switch
magazines made from a class to a mass audience, but
there was little that he could do to stop it. As magazines became laden with advertising, they became an
adjunct of the marketing system. The publisher became essentially a name-broker. With carefully calculated content as the lure, he brought together an audience - a highly screened one or a merely large one and then sold advertisers the chance to make their sales
pitch to the assembled multitude. As magazines reached
out for ever more readers, they tended to peg their content and its execution to a lower common denominator
than in the past. Edited for the majority, they tended,
for the most part, to adhere to majority tastes, interests,
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values, and beliefs. They afforded little forum for the
writer with outrageously unconventional ideas, for the
writer with a hankering for literary experimentation.
In form and substance, their content tended to be conservative, and they became more the exploiters of talent
than its discoverer.
The headlong rush towards blatant commercialism
raised anew problems for the creative mind. William
Dean Howells was fairly early in seeing just what ~hose
problems were, and authors as diverse as Bernard DeVoto and James T. Farrell have written about them
since. In Scribner's magazine for October, 1893, the
very month that Frank Munsey's magazine bore a tencent price in the hope of picking up a mass audience,
Howells probed the conflict between commercialism
and the literary arts. Noting a trend away from books
towards magazines since the end of the Civil War,
Howells said that authors could now live, "and live
prettily, by the sale of serial publications of their writings to magazines.
"Magazines were supporting not
only famous authors, he said, but a whole new class of
anonymous craftsmen "who do well at a kind of acceptable work." Yet more than in the other arts, a
writer or poet was acting falsely when he sold his work
to a magazine. A good two-thirds of the magazines
were carrying material without literary quality, a situation that might well be a necessity, Howells acknowledged, since publishers had become businessmen who
had to market what would sell.
But the little magazines did not have to market what
would sell. Their founders did not expect to make
money. They hoped only to keep their magazines
alive. And life, for the little magazine, was precarious
and short. "Five years for a little magazine is a ripe
old age," the editors of American Prefaces observed on
its fifth anniversary in 1940, and one can detect their
awe at its longevity. "The average influential little
magazine flashes brightly for a year, like Seven Arts,
then passes. For those who live the first wjnter, the
fourth-year mortality is a fearful danger; Emerson's
Dial fell victim to it."

The Little Magazine Enters the Picture
The little magazine movement began a few years before World War I, just about the time that Edward W.
Bok, by publicly indulging his prejudices against bad
architecture and communal drinking cups, was amassing
his first million readers for the Ladies Home journal.
Harriet Monroe started her Poet1y in 1912, and it was
followed by others: by Pagan, an early outlet for the
works of Malcolm Cowley, Kenneth Burke, Hart Crane
and e. e. cummings; by Others, a lonely runner far
ahead of even the avant garde poets and an early encourager of William Carlos Williams; by Seven Arts,
an optimistic but powerful literary force that published
the first of Sherwood Anderson's stories of Winesburg,
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Ohio, .the first efforts of Eugene O'Neill, and early work
by Van Wyck Brooks; by the Little R eview, an exciting
and influential testimonial to its editor's ability to cajole
printers and authors alike.
Just how many little magazines have come and gone
since the first few readers opened Vol. 1, No. 1 of
Poetry, no one knows for certain, I suppose, but the
estimates run upwards of six hundred. Greenwich
Village, where the rents were cheap and the companionship congenial, was a natural breeding ground for the
little magazine, but that was not the only habitat. Anywhere at home or abroad where young intellectuals
could find a typewriter with which to issue a manifesto, a mailbox to receive contributions, and a printer
to turn out a few copies, the little magazines appeared.
They continued to appear on through the 1920s and
the 1930s, as they still do, but I am afraid that today
their voice is less influential and more timid than even
two decades ago.
Charles Angoff neatly capsuled the accomplishments
of the little magazines in their heyday when he said
that although they were sometimes cold, shabby, and
cluttered with bizarre criticism, they did provide a
haven for the rebellious artist and the best of them
were dedicated to artistic integrity and literary freshness. They were a good laboratory for talent. Someone
has calculated that 80 percent of the American writers
who became famous after 1912 were first published in
little magazines. And the list of authors who first appeared in them or furthered their reputations in them
between 1912 and 1929 is indeed long: Sherwood
Anderson, Van Wyck Brooks, Theodore Dreiser, Hart
Crane, John Dos Passos, T. S. Eliot, William Faulkner,
James T. Farrell, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Robert Frost,
Ernest Hemingway, Vachel Lindsay, Edgar Lee Masters,
Marianne Moore, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Carl Sandburg, Wallace Stevens, Edmund Wilson, Thomas Wolfe.
By its tenth anniversary in 1941 , Story magazine alone
had ·published more than a thousand stories, some 90
percent of which had been considered distinctive by that
tireless anthologist, Edward O 'Brien.
This is not to suggest that all of those authors would
have labored in obscurity had it not been for the
little magazines. But in a period when commercial
magazines were becoming increasingly preoccupied with
formula rather than form and with the accepted rather
than the unconventional, they did provide a platform
from which the writer could speak, unrestrained by
the demands of the marketplace.
Just as the little magazines represented a literary
protest, so did a good many magazines represent a political or social protest. Indeed, the history of the little
magazines parallels that of the socio-political magazines
in the 20th century, for many of the young writers were
rebels in both art and politics. Some of the minority
magazines that I am talking about were literary with
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political overtones; others, such as the Nation and N ew
Republic, were political with literary overtones. Like
the little magazines, the minority journals of politics
have generally led a precarious existence. Unable to
earn their own keep, they have depended for support
upon the generosity of wealthy patrons and their own
readers.

Organs of Dissent or Reform
The -greatest share of these political magazines have
been organs of dissent or reform. Conservative magazines have generally been few. One reason, apart from
the spirit of the times, I suppose, is that one can always
be more dramatic in attacking the existing order than
in defending it. Thus a magazine of dissent perhaps
has less of a task in sparking its readers' interest than
a magazine such as William Buckley's conservative
National Review. Related to that point may be the ingroup feeling that a progressive magazine can inculcate among its following. I do not mean that the audience of the journal of opinion is blindly loyal. A year
or so ago Bruce Bliven recalled that when the New Republic denounced the terms of the Treaty of Versailles
as unjust, 40 percent of its readers either cancelled
their subscriptions or refused to renew them. Rather
I mean that one can get more of a feeling of "we're all
in this good fight together, however much we may disagree" in a group dedicated to attacking the vested interests than in one counseling caution. Moreover, some
of the journals of opinion have been leaders in social reform . But the conservative magazine is handicapped
when it tries to lead ; for how can its familiar ground of
the present or of yesteryear compare in bright promise
with the unfamiliar but aspired to Utopia of the reform
magazines? Then, too, conservative interests certainly
are more catered to than liberal interests by the regular
commercial mass media.
Before the popular commercial magazines settled
down to their well-fed respectability, they too had their
fling at reform, although reform is perhaps not the
precise word for the muckraking that magazines did
for nine or so years at the opening of the century. What
magazines did was to stumble onto one of the big stories
of the times, Big Business and its corrosive effect upon
American institutions, and they played it for what
they thou.ght it was worth. Actually, most of the muckrakers were not primarily reformers; they were journalists who could accommodate themselves to any good
story, and for the most part they simply exposed evil
conditions without offering a program for correcting
them. Robert Cantwell has argued that the successful
popular appeal of muckraking was not political but
literary, for it was the journalistic equivalent of literary
realism that was beginning to captivate readers. By
1912 the era of muckraking was over, and it had pretty
much spent itself even before then. Pressure from advertisers and banks helped to end it, but no doubt so
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did a. waning public interest; as Mr. Dooley complained,
magazines were no longer calming to the mind but
were showing the whole world gone wrong. With the
period of muckraking over, the popular magazines
turned to calming the mind with optimistic divertissement.
Then social reform and criticism was left largely to
the so-called journals of opinion. The grandfather of
such magazines, the Na.tion) was founded soon after
the Civil War ended, but others were born in the
period of great expectations just before World War I,
when institutions were undergoing critical examination and the spirit of reform was in the air. LaFollette's
Weekly Magazine) later to become the Progressive) was
founded in 1909, as it said, to win back for the people
the complete power over government which they had
lost. In 1911 came the Masses to search for true causes
and, as it put it, "to everlastingly attack old systems,
old morals, old prejudices." In 1914 Herbert Croly
and his stout band of intellectuals first brought out
the New Republic) which Croly described as "radically
progressive" but not "socialistic," a weekly that would
be independent of any party or individual in politics
and that would seek a national audience for its opinion
and interpretation. Other years, other times, brought
other journals: the 1920s the New Masses) a recreation
of the old but with a different staff and different outlook, and Albert Jay Nock's the Freeman; the 1930s
Common Sense and the Beacon; the 1940s Plain Talk
and a conservative revival of the Freeman; the 1950s
National Review and the Realist.
The founders and staffs of the liberal or progressive
magazines sprang from various reform lineages. Some
found their inspiration in their hearts, others in their
heads; for some could trace their ideas back to the faculty members at various universities who were attacking
the vested interests or pleading the cause of reform
when this century was new - law teachers such as
Roscoe Pound, who by 1910 was espousing "sociological
jurisprudence," a law sensitive to social reform; economists such as Thorstein Veblen and Richard T. Ely,
who saw the natural laws of economics as a rationalization by which the greedy exploited their fellows; political scientists such as Arthur F. Bentley and J. Allen
Smith; sociologists such as Lester Ward; and philosophers such as John Dewey.

Influence of the Little Magazines
The influence of the journals of opinion far outran
their scant circulations. In 1939 Charles Beard could
credit them with helping to bring about women's suffrage, old age pensions, state and federal housing, regulation of the issue of securities and of security exchanges,
wages and hour laws, public ownership of water sites,
and so forth.
Wha:t of the minority magazine today? It is a time,
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I think, for only moderate rejoicing. In the past couple
of decades, a great change has come over the magazines
dealing chiefly in ideas - in the journals of opinion
and in the literary magazines.
The journal of opinion has changed from political
philosophy to political journalism, according to Prof.
Richard H. Gentry of Ohio University, and his point
is well taken. He was speaking only of the New Republic) but his remark has implications bey~md that.
There was a time when the New Republic was so closely
identified in the public mind with government policy
that stockbrokers depleted the supply of copies on
Wall Street and newsstands and even tried to bribe the
printers for advance proofs, a situation which set
Bruce Bliven to imagining their struggles with Herbert
Croly's ponderous and difficult editorials on moral
values as they searched for clues as to whether or not
they should sell Anaconda short.
The New Republic has lost that influence. Today it
is still a valuable organ for views and uncomfortable
truths which need expressing; but it is quite one thing
to propose bold, new policies and have them seriously
considered by men of authority, quite another to analyze and comrn"ent on policies developed by someone
else.
This is not to detract from the importance of political journalism. Indeed, as Professor Gentry has remarked, recent editors of the New Republic might justifiably argue that the essentially conservative bias of the
large mass media underscores the importance of what
they are now doing. And yet, as Professor Gentry adds:
This still does not replace the voice of the
philosopher. He is often found well ahead of
events, paving the theoretical road which politics
may follow. Thus, Theodore Roosevelt borrowed
parts of his New Nationalism from Croly, Wilson
drew the official interpretation of his Fourteen
Points (some say even the points themselves) from
Lippmann, and Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal
was indebted to a lot of the economic writing in the
New Republic during the early depression years.
The political journalist, on the other hand, is usually restricted to following in the wake of events,
to criticizing the paths taken by someone else.

From Creativity to Criticism
A similar transformation has come over the little
magazines. Just as the New Republic in the 1920s and
1930s was a force in shaping the political history of the
twentieth century, so the little magazines were a force
in shaping the literary history of the twentieth century.
They are, as Frederick J. Hoffman once put it, "the
documents of its esthetic adolescence." But just as the
New Republic changed from shaper of events . to commentator upon them, so the little magazines have
changed from shaper of literature to commentator upon
it. In short, the magazines have changed from vehicles
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of creativity to vehicles of criticism. William Styron,
the novelist.. himself an alumnus of a little magazine,
made that same point less kindly when he remarked
that "the literary magazines seem today on the verge
of doing away with literature, not with any philistine
bludgeon but by smothering it under the weight of
learned chatter."
Although I had thought my observation fairly original, I find that for at least the past fifteen years critics
have been complaining that the little magazines, like
the prices of groceries and the spirit of undergraduates,
just aren't what they used to be. Back in 1946, Charles
Angoff noticed that something was missing from them
- their old excitement. He concluded - incorrectly,
I think - that a growing preoccupation with politics
had permeated the literary world and depleted it of
its "bubbling potency." That same year Hamilton
Basso saw only a handful of new writers coming along
to challenge the positions of the giants that the little
magazines of an earlier day had produced. He concluded that the new writers sit at their typewriters with
one eye on Hollywood, the other eye on the book clubs,
a cross-eyed approach to literature which promises
little good.
And two years ago Barry Spack had his say: "The
little magazine is more conservative than it used to be,
has less influence, and by and large generates less excitement in its readers and contributors." He quoted
Felix Pollak, curator of rare books at the University of
Wisconsin:
The most obvious difference between the current
Iittles and those of the twenties and early thirties
seems to be the catholicity (or wishy-washiness?)
of today's typical editorial policy. "We belong to
no school, have no preferences and prejudices .. ."
is an ever-recurring theme in current editorial pronouncements. Compare this with the fervor with
which the Iittles of two and three decades ago flung
their aggressive artistic and ideological manifestoes
into the eyes of the Philistines and into the ears of
their rivals in the one and only true aesthetic theory
or world-saving program.
Spack concluded that success has helped to bring
about change in the little magazines. No longer "earth's
fragile children," as they were in the days of their undernourished youth, they have won ae<:eptance, subsidy
and even circulation. They have ceased to be little
magazines.
I suspect that Spack is right as far as he goes. Today
a good many little magazines are subsidized. In the
summer of 1960 the Kenyon Review noted that independent little magazines still outnumber those sponsored by universities or publishing houses 90 to 35 but
that the economic tendencies are against them: "It's
no longer possible to start a publication with five
poems, an experimental short story, a fine manifesto
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and no cash." And some of them have picked up comfortably large circulations. The 20,000 circulation of
the Grove Press' Evergreen Review is almost a mass
circulation compared with the 500 or 1,000 distribution
which Felix Pollak says typified the little magazines of
an earlier day. One of the differences between a little
magazine and a merely small one, as Pollak points out,
is its attitude toward success. A small magazine may
strive to become large; a little magazine strives to hit
the fine balance between staying alive and not gr6wing
too large. Resi.stance to growth has a philosophical
basis as well as an economic and practical one, which
Pollak puts this way: "If there is one universal credo
among little magazine editors, writers and readers, it is
that 50,000,000 Frenchmen can be wrong and that in
matters of art the compact majority is indeed likely
to be wrong."

The Little Magazine in a Mass Democracy
But the plight of both the little magazines and the
journals of opinion has roots that go much deeper, I
suspect, than those Mr. Spack suggests. It is not just
that success has made the little magazines respectable;
it is not just that they cannot find good writers, as he
says, because the writers who once placed manuscripts
with them now perform in Esquire and Mademoiselle.
It is true, of course, that Leslie Fiedler springs nimbly
from Poetry magazine to Esquire, that Saul Bellow is
equally at ease in Partisan Review and Holiday, and
that Herbert Gold shuttles between Commentary and
the Yale Review at one end of the line and Coronet and
Playboy at the other. But it is also true that such a situation is by no means unique to the present. Let us
remember that in the 1920s Sherwood Anderson moved
between the Dial and the Women's Home Companion;
that in the 1930s William Faulkner placed more than
twice as many stories in the Saturday Evening Post
as in Harper's; and that in the 1920s and 1930s F. Scott
Fitzgerald placed some seventy pieces, including a few
of his best, in the Saturday Evening Post .
Nor is it enough to point to the generally high level
of prosperity to account for the change in those magazines. The 1920s, too, were a time of relatively high
prosperity.
The change that has come over the little magazines
and the journals of opinion, I suspect, is a manifestation
of a profound change that has come over all of America
and other parts of the world as well since the turn of
the century but particularly in recent decades. In the
pas·t half-century, as E. H. Carr, for one, has shown at
some length, we have moved from individualism to a
mass democracy. The underlying assumptions of modern democracy, as it grew and spread out from western
Europe, have been seriously challenged not only by
changed material conditions but also by new scientific
discoveries and insights: by the contributions of Darwin and Einstein, which cast grave doubts on the unTHE CRESSET

changing universe of Newton and the natural rights of
Locke, for i.nstance, and by the contributions of Freud
and modern psychology, which have diminished faith
in the rationality of man. No longer are we as confident as we once were that the interest of the individual
and the interest of society naturally coincide or that
society can proceed towards its goals only after rational
discussion among all of its members. No longer do
we believe that the state can pursue a policy of laissezfaire.
My point in all of this is not that mass democracy
is worse or more cumbersome than other forms of
government. My point is simply the obvious one that
society and government are far more complex than
they were even mere decades ago. As Roderick Seidenberg and numerous other authors have pointed out,
the trend towards an increasingly organized world are
everywhere evident - in our systems of production,
distribution and consumption; in commerce and agriculture; in the operations of capital, finance and labor;
in our systems of communication and transportation;
in recreation and sports; in medicine, where the omniscient and amiable family doctor has given way to the
clinicful of specialists; in academic life, where the solitary scholar doggedly pursuing truth has given way to
the bustling research team. In such a world, issues
seldom stand in stark black and white.
Such a situation has not been lost on a generation
that served in World War II and in the Korean War.
Few of the men who fought those wars wanted them,
but fewer still knew any sure way of averting them.
Snatched from their jobs in Scranton and Sacramento
by an impersonal and seemingly uncontrollable force,
caught up in a vast and impersonal war-making machine, they were set down, against their will, on the
beaches of Okinawa and Normandy. Before the moths
had devoured their old uniforms, they were hearing
Senator · Estes Kefauver and his investigating committee tell them that even crime is carried on by well-organized, far-reaching syndicates and soon after W. H.
Whyte was telling them about the life and times of the
Organization Man. As Charles J. Rolo once put it,
"Perhaps the acutest frustration of our time is this
sense that the individual has been reduced to impotence in a world where the large-scale organization has
spread so far into human affairs, legitimate and nefarious."
Parenthetically, I cannot help remarking that I think
that a good deal of the popularity of the men's magazines which have arisen since World War II, magazines
such as True and Argosy and Real, can be attributed to
this feeling of individual impotence. If those magazines have a central theme, it is the importance of the
individual in a mass society. War is no social thing
but a big adventure of numerous man-to-man encounters, as reflected in such titles as "I Walked the Dawn
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Patrol" and "Rickenbacker: Ace m the Cockpit."
Crime is still the epitome of free, private enterprise
carried on by loners. Criminals are caught not by the
coordinated efforts of the police department or FBI
but by Pierre LaFitte, who masquerades as a criminal
and who calls in the G-Men only to help shoo his captives into the paddy wagon. Even business is typified
by Lewis Gilbert, identified as America's No. 1 stockholder, who battles big corporations and usually wins.
In short, .in the routinized and organized world of the
mid-20th century, those magazines tell the individual
that he is still important and that adventure still exists.
No less than the fellow who finds reassurance in
True and Saga, the intellectual has been conditioned,
consciously or not, I think, by the changes that I have
been discussing. In academic life, we have seen a good
deal of uncertainty and a lack of commitment, which
cannot be attributed entirely to the investigations of
the late Senator McCarthy. We have seen scientists, as
they probe more deeply into the mysteries of the universe, wondering what it is really all about. We have
seen them disagreeing publicly, as Linus Pauling and
Edward Teller have, over such basic questions as the
dangers of atomic fallout. We have seen them turn to
philosophizing and to contemplating in public the
moral consequences of their discoveries. In the social
sciences, we have seen a change from criticism of institutions, such as was carried on by Beard and Veblen,
to a criticism of the whole amorphous and safer realm
of mass culture. In the social sciences, too, we have
seen the proliferation of the quantitative method, a
method which protects the researcher from any commitment to whatever he is studying. Indeed, any commitment is unscientific and to be deplored. In a good deal
of social science research, we have seen a preoccupation
with method rather than a concern over important
problems, just as in some English departments we
have seen a preoccupation with the forms and techniques of criticism rather than with content.
Among the young writers we have seen an emphasis
on form and on style instead of message. And the messages they do deliver seldom deal with social conditions,
as did the writings of John Dos Passos, John Steinbeck,
James T. Farrell, Meyer Levin, Albert Halper and, in
their way, Sinclair Lewis. Rather they deal with the
individual, his frustrations, his motivations, his complexes, his neuroses.

Prospects of the Little Magazine
And yet the future seems reasonably bright, at least
theoretically, for the minority magazine - for the magazine which focuses its editorial content sharply on some
special interest of a small fraction of the population,
for the magazine which aspires to only a modest circulation among like-minded readers. I am not necessarily predicting a renaissance among the journals of

opmwn, literary magazines, and other cultural periodicals. I am simply saying that the mass media themselves, since the end of World War II, have helped to
create a situation in which the minority magazine can
flourish with new vigor and new purpose, one in which
readers are likely to be especially receptive to them.
One reason for that promise is, a little paradoxically,
the rise of television. Television seeks a quantitative
audience rather than a qualitative one. It seeks a following not just of thousands but of millions. Its compulsion to aim for saturation of the audience forces it
to peg its programming at a low common denominator.
By its very nature, it cannot serve minority tastes and
interests; by its very nature, it helps to create an audience for the minority publication.
Commercial magazines, too, have been stretching out
their arms to embrace an ever-wider audience. Competition from television has intensified and given a new
urgency to their drive for mammoth circulations. "If
it's numbers that attract you to television," publishers
in effect have told advertisers, "we can give you numbers, too - and a quality market to boot."
And in fact magazines today are boasting of circulations which publishers scarcely dreamed possible of
attainment just a quarter of a century ago. Back in the
early days of Life, which its publishers thought might
settle down to a comfortable circulation of a quartermillion, the demand for copies far outran the supply.
To find out just what circulation the magazine could
ultimately expect, the publishers poured copies into
Worcester, Mass., and then projected the figures for
the whole country. When they discovered that Life
had a potential national sale of seven million, they were
amazed. A writer for Scribne1·'s, commenting . on this
prediction, made no attempt to conceal his belief that
the claim was outrageous. Yet today Life has a circulation of about seven million.
Nor is· Life the largest magazine in the United States.
The R eader's Digest has a circulation of more than
thirteen million, TV Guide of more than seven million.
Altogether, there are now about fifty magazines with
circulations of a million or more, and for many of them
a million is just the floor.
If I read magazine history correctly, this scramble
for ever-larger circulations will continue. What we will
have in the near future, then, will probably be huge
mass-oriented magazines on the one hand and special
interest or minority magazines on the other hand, and
not much in between. Indeed, according to William I.
Nichols, editor and publisher of This W eek, America
has already entered the era of supermagazines addressed
to the total population and precision magazines addressed to the needs and desires of citizens in their specialized roles in society. "In short," says Nichols, "we
are now in a period where magazine appeals are being
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broadened at one end, and sharpened at the other and there is no longer any place in the middle."
All of this, I think, holds some promise for the magazine of sharply specialized appeal. When television
reaches as many as fifteen million homes with a single
program, when an individual magazine addresses itself to a quarter of the population, their content almost inexorably reflects the tastes, interests, beliefs,
and values of the great mass of the public. By playing
on the most common of denominators, they not only
leave room for but actually encourage magazines that
will address themselves to specialized tastes and interests.
For only magazine publishing and book publishing remain communication industries open-minded enough,
hospitable enough to the newcomer, to make a minority
voice or a specialized voice economically feasible. And
the book, important as it is, lacks the continuity of message, so essential to some causes, that the magazine
provides.
Let me illustrate what I mean. Look, a magazine of
more than seven million circulation, has run some
features about the mentally retarded child. Yet because its audience is so broad, because it cannot afford
to play on any one subject for any length of time, about
the best it could do was to acquaint the public at large
with the general problems of parents of mentally retarded children. It understandably could not afford
to serve in detail the interests of a rather sizeable minority, the parents of children so afflicted. But it is
quite possible that a special interest magazine could.
1t is quite possible that there is both a social and an
economic justification for a magazine which each
month or each quarter would give the parents of mentally retarded children the sort of information, the sort
of advice, the sort of comfort that they need.
Now, I suspect that magazines carrying specialized
utilitarian information of that sort will always find a
more receptive audience than those trafficking chiefly
in ideas. And yet I also suspect that enough people
feel disfranchised by the massiest of the mass media to
want magazines offering them ideas that they can get
nowhere else. Moreover, to get what they want, I
think, readers are willing to pay substantially more than
publishers give them credit for being willing to pay.
In short, I think that the outlook is reasonably good
for magazines which will make no concessions in order
to please the mass audience.
There is some indirect evidence from both television
and· from the magazine field to support my optimistic
view. There is some evidence, for instance, that, TV
or not, people continue to use the print media for their
traditionally informative function. Television in the
Lives of Our Children by Wilbur Schramm, Jack Lyle,
and Edwin Parker is an elaborate examination of just
how TV affects children. That book and studies done
subsequently by Parker make this point: That television
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replaces activities which were aimed at meeting the
same nee~. They conclude that the chief role television
plays in the lives of children is to stimulate fantasyseeking: behavior, that it plays a far less important role
in satisfying their reality needs. They found that television cuts into such escape activities as comic reading,
movie-going and playing. On the other hand, it has
little effect on the reading of newspapers, magazines,
and books.
Television evidently has not in the least harmed the
so-called quality magazines. " 'High-brow' magazines
more than doubled their circulation since the end of
the war," Leo Bogart reported in the Journalism
Quarterly for Spring 1956. "In fact, the most intellectual types grew most. The great mass of general circulation or 'middle-brow' magazines grew by about
half. Magazines appealing to the least educated element stayed at about the same circulation level. "
My own checking pretty much confirms his point.
For instance, between 1947, when television came along,
and last year, the circulation of the Atlantic increased
by 80 percent, that of Harper's by 89 percent and that
of the New Yorker by 38 percent, although the population increased only about 27 percent. That same period

saw the birth of the Reporte1·, which began in 1949 and
last year had a sale of 162,000 copies an issue; of Ameri·
can Heritage, which now has some 350,000 subscribers;
of its sister publication Horizon, which had 145,000
subscribers before the first issue rolled from the press
in 1958; and of Wisdom, which began in 1956, without advertising, and which, according to its publishers,
ended its first year comfortably in the black.
While all of this means that minority magazines will
continue to have an important job to do and that circumstances in some ways seem to favor them, I do not
wish to sound too optimistic. The magazine of ideas
will probably never be able to look to a future of
bright prosperity. Magazines that scorn the voice of the
crowd will always walk a lonely and precarious road,
I am afraid, and the more iconoclastic their voice, the
lonelier and more precarious will be their journey.
Yet some of the future minority magazines that fail
will still be able to take pride in some measure of success, I think; for many small magazines of the past, long
buried in the vast graveyard of departed publications,
can claim some part in bringing about the social gains
of the past half-century and in nurturing a part of its
artistic talent.

SERENADE
I would such a chain of phrases send
That you would ease to hear them where
you bend
Your frame, attentive to some temporal end,
And rising to your tired height would bless
The solitary-steepled wilderness
That is man's heart,
Spiral-spirited, apart The creature-spirit which is stirred
To lift a song it thought it heard.
BILLIE MEYER ANDERSON
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The Theatre

A Beginning Made
BY WALTER SORELL

Drama Editor
AFTER many years of silence Sidney Kingsley will be
heard from this month with a new play. It is
called "Night Life." In an interview the author said
recently: "Like my colleagues I feel the need for a new
form. The new content of our time demands it. You
will find this new form in a free and new use of what
I call verbal imagery and in a new use of the stream-ofconsciousness technique. It seems to me that what
the theatre must reach for is to reveal the human spirit.
The realistic form, which tends to cloak the human
being, has to be stripped away. Perhaps the significant
aspect of our time is man's search for his lost soul.
For the drama to reveal or explore this, we have to
abandon the purely realistic and surface techniques."
I am quoting Kingsley because he stressed two vital
aspects which concern everyone interested in the theatre.
For quite some time the modern artist has tried to find
himself again in a new world. This is why he goes
back to ancient cultures, seeks inspiration in everything
primitive, archaic, and medieval, ignoring all ideals of
proportion and symmetry. It seems that our modern
art came into being as a violent reaction against four
centuries of Renaissance domination. In his revolt
the artist searches for new directions.
The theatre, which ought to be the immediate expression of its time (if it does not serve as mere entertainment), has, until very recently, reflected too little
the need to hold up a mirror to nature. But Kingsley
realizes that such thoughts have tortured the minds of
the more serious dramatists and that it is not only a
matter of destroying the old forms and trying to find
a new method of expression, but that man seems to
have lost his identity, that he is in search for "his lost
soul."
Bertolt Brecht has undoubteddly gone the way of the
iconoclast in doing away with traditional concepts and
formal structure. In his fashion, Brecht also searched
for man's lost soul. Only he believed that the soul's
seat is man's stomach. If Brecht is not out to prove
that "first comes the stomach and then the moral" (my
free translation of a line from his "Threepenny Opera"),
then he shows that man cannot be good in a world that
is evil, or that man becomes evil because the best of
all worlds forces him to be so.
In the two versions of "Man is Man," now playing in
the Living Theatre and the Masque Theatre, Brecht
describes the transformation of a meek little man into
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a ferocious soldier. It is interesting to face two versions
of the same play. Not only do the translations differ,
but also the original plays are not quite the same.
Brecht was known for rewriting his plays innumerable
times; as a matter of fact, he did not mind rewriting
whole scenes when it served the needs of another playhouse.
The Living Theatre chose the later version, which
Brecht had written in 1953, in which his story of a
brainwashed soldier reflected his experience of brainwashing as a living reality. His first version (Eric Bentley used texts and prompt books of 1925 and 1926 as
well as a published edition of 1927) creates the horror
of an artificially changing man as an imagined possibility. That the first version should be superior to the
more recent one must make us think. It seems to prove
that man's imagination works more creatively the less
it is prompted by reality.
Bentley handled the material in a freer, more lighthearted, and comically biting way. Gerhard NeUhaus's translation sticks slavishly to the original. In
both versions, a native (it takes place in India) goes
to the white man's tavern to fetch a drink for a British
soldier whom he is keeping a prisoner. In the Living
Theatre version, the proprietress of the tavern tells him:
"I don't serve stinking natives." His answer is: "It's
for a white man." And he gets his drink. At the
Masque Theatre, the tone is more casual and hardhitting at the same time. She says: "I don't serve native stinkers." And the native replies in his Chinee accent which he sports only for white simpletons: "This
for white stinker." This scene is no longer one of
racial hatred. The native has a chance to get even
with his oppressors by mocking them. This is far more
Brechtian in spirit than a direct attack.
Brecht would probably have sided with Bentley's
adaptation in this case, above all, since it is theatrically
more effective. It also has a touch of the commedia
dell' arte (to which Brecht was drawn), and more
songs, more precision and freedom of movement under
John Hancock's direction at the Masque Theatre
than in the production staged by Julian Beck at the
Living Theatre.
Since Brecht has become fashionable these days, the
theatre going public seems to be able to stomach twice
the same, particularly as one dish tastes so very different
from the other.
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From the Chapel

Pagan and Puritan
BY RoBERT W . BERTRAM
H ead of the Department of Religion
Valparaiso University

Ephesians, verses 11 and 12: "Therefore remember
that at one time you Gentiles in the flesh, called the uncircumcision by what is called the circumcision, which
is made in the flesh by hands- remember that you were
at that time separated from Christ, alienated from the
commonwealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenants
of promise, having no hope and without God in the
world."
Remember that and don' t ever forget it, you Christians who live like pagans in protest against those who
live like puritans, you who spite the Church's Pharisees
by flaunting yourselves as publicans, you who flex
your "Christian liberty" to taunt the scrupulous and
the conscience-bound, you who alienate the separatists
and give them fresh cause for their separatism. Is that
the secret of your peace: to be hostile toward them?
No, that is a sure way to forfeit your peace and to incur
hostility all over again, and not only their hostility
but God's as well. Will you vanquish the Law by
despising the legalist? Hardly, for that only strengthens the Law's case against you. Is it because you are
uncircumcised that circumcision was repealed? That
takes better blood than yours, and don't make the Law
prove it. Will you bring the work-righteous Christians
to repentance by living like a clod yourself - and dying
like one, and under one? Are you determined to have
nothing in common with them by being so damnably
common yourselves? That, remember, is one alternative. Do you insist on being worlds apart from them
by losing yourselves in a slough of worldliness? Just
remember, if you really were worlds apart from them,
aliens to their commonwealth, then you would indeed
belong to the world, "without hope and without God."
If you did not share the same Father with these your
brothers, and the same Father's Son, then remember
what that would make you: "the children of wrath,"
"for it i& because of these things that the wrath of God
comes upon the sons of disobedience."
Do you sneer at the slaves of "clean living" under
the illusion that you are free to "practice every kind of
uncleanness"? That is no freedom. That is the most
servile bondage. Do you ridicule the ceremonialists,
with their sacramentalism and their liturgical elites,
on the pretext that you don't need to "address one
another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs," as
though you may sleep through all this, as though you
could "make the most of the times," and make the
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most of wine, by getting drunk on it? Does this make
you wiser than they? This makes "fools" of you, and
ingrates toward God. Do you smile loftily at their
circumcised lives and their bleeding piety, congratulating yourselves on your superior theological knowledge?
Does your inside track to God's secrets exempt you
from loving them as Christ does, from forbearing them
in lowliness and meekness? Are you so wise to their
work-righteousness, so doctrinally advanced beyond
their commandments, that you don't need to speak the
truth in love to your neighbor, that you can let the sun
go down on your anger, that you don't have to give to
those in need, that you can abuse your wives or spurn
your husbands or dishonor your parents or provoke
your children or displease your employers or exploit
your employees? No wonder the legalistic Christians
suspect the Gospel is not for you. See that you don't
confirm their suspicions. Remember, at least, what
your peace is not. Surely it is not the hostility of pagan
against puritan.
Verses 13 through 16: "But now in Christ Jesus
you who once were far off have been brought near in
the blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who has made
us both one, and has broken down the dividing wall
of hostility, by abolishing in his flesh the law of commandments and ordinances, that he might create in
himself one new man in place of the two, so making
peace, and might reconcile us both to God in one body
through the cross, thereby bringing the hostility to an
end."
Here is our peace, here in Jesus Christ "in the flesh."
"He is our peace ... by abolishing the law in his flesh ."
That ' is exactly where our peace has to be, "in the
flesh, " since that is where our hostility is, "in the flesh."
That is where we pagan Christians are the hostile pagans
we are, "Gentiles in the flesh." That is where the puritanical Christians are the hostile puritans they are, "in
the flesh." That is where they seek their purity and
'b oast their works and celebrate their sanctity and distinguish themselves from us: in their flesh. That is
where we flaunt our freedom and neglect our neighb~and generate our scorn: in our flesh. That is
wh we are, they and we together: flesh. And that is
why esus Christ, the eternal Word, was made flesh:
flesh of our flesh and blood of our blood. And isn't
that where we die in our hostility: in our flesh and in
our own blood? No indeed! That is where our
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hostility. died: in His flesh and in His blood. Christ
suffered our hostility exactly where it rages, and He
suffered it to death, and out of existence forever.
But the hostility Christ destroyed was not merely the
sort we harbor against one another. It was the anger
of God. True, it was "in the flesh" that Christ put an
end to that anger, but what he put an end to in the
flesh, what he abolished, was the divine anger itself "the law of commandments and ordinances," which is
nothing less than the Law of the living God. What
abundantly good news it is that it is that hostility not just ours but God's - which Christ abolished. For
it is the divine Law, really, which gives all the force
to our hostilities. What enables the puritan to condemn the pagan, and the pagan to resent the puritan,
is not only that they entertain perverse sentiments
toward one another, but that both can justify their
sentiments by appealing to the corresponding verdict
of God. The very words "pagan" and "puritan," "Jew"
and "Gentile," "pharisee" and "publican," "hypocrite"
and "clod," "liar" and "thief" and "drunkard" and

"wife-beater" and "shrew" would all lose their inherent
reproach if there were no divine basis for that reproach.
And as a matter of fact, there is none - not anymore,
not in Jesus Christ. For those who are in Him there
simply and literally is no more hostility. It is not
merely a matter of their not feeling hostility anymore.
That, indeed, they may still do. But their hostility, as
they should know for their comfort, is baseless, when
they are created one whole new man, whose _. peace
Christ ]<!sus is, and who en-churches them as His own
body.
And how will they know that this is the case with
them?
Verses 17 and 18: "He came and preached peace to
you who were far off and peace to those who were near;
for through him we both have access in one Spirit to the
Father."
That is how they will know: when He, from His
Father through His Spirit, Himself comes and preaches
His peace to them - which (may it be said to the glory
of the Triune God) He is doing this very moment.

On Second Thought
--------------------------------8 Y

HEAR a parable in the modern manner.

There was
a man with two girl friends, and he gave to each
of them a mink coat. They received the gift gratefully,
but in different ways. One of them valued it highly,
and resolved to use it only for special occasions. She
put it carefully into her closet, protected it with moth
balls, and took great pride in owning it. She often
looked at it fondly, and felt a warm spot in her heart
for the giver each time she remembered it. To the
store, to work, and to the neighborhood theater, she
wore her old cloth coat so that the mink would not be
damaged or defiled. But before long the gift began to
gather dust, because special occasions are rather seldom.
The girl looked at it less and less often, and soon decided it was out of style. She gave it to the Salvation
Army, which does not distinguish easily between the
high ceremony and the low I ife. And she asked her
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friend for a more modern one.
The other girl needed a coat. She accepted the gift
gratefully, and it hardly ever saw a closet hanger. She
wore it to the store, to work, to the theater, and to
church. She even wore it when she carried out the
garbage. Each time she put it on she gave thanks for
a friend who loved. But the coat from constant use
wore out. It became soiled, threadbare, used. With
the pain of parting from something loved, she gave it
to the Salvation Army, because she knew that they knew
someone whose need for a coat was greater than her
own, to whom her coat would be a glory still. And she
asked her friend for another.
It was to the second girl that he gave another coat.
Because, he said, the first girl had not accepted hers.
You do not accept a gift unless you use it. Using something is the way of accepting it.

CINQUAIN
The pond,
Lightly crusted,
Holds fast the brittle leaf.
Breathe, Indian summer; set it
Sailing.
MARSHALL KEITH
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The Music Room

Constipated Music
-------------------------------8 y

both my work and the price of a ticket made it
S impossible
for me to be in New York City a few
INCE

Sundays ago when Philharmonic Hall, the first completed building in the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, was formally dedicated, I had to be content
with the excellent telecast of this impressive event.
Leonard Bernstein, the remarkably successful conductor of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, was in
charge of the program. But was it a good program?
I have heard and read widely divergent opinions. I
cannot quarrel with Bernstein for beginning the concert with the Gloria from Ludwig van Beethoven's
Missa Solemnis. This is a spine-tingling song of praise.
It would be pointless to say that I myself prefer the
setting of the Gloria in Beethoven's seldom heard Mass
in C Major, just as it would serve no helpful purpose
to wish that Bernstein had chosen the Gloria in Johann
Sebastian Bach's Mass in B Minor. I did wonder, however, why he did not devote the entire program to Beethoven's Symphony No. 9.
Then Bernstein presented a composition utterly unworthy of standing beside Beethoven's magnificient
Gloria. I am referring to a work written expressly for
this occasion - a work from the somewhat prolific pen
of Aaron Copland, whom many regard as the ablest
American composer of our time. What had Copland
concocted? It was a monstrosity titled Connotations
for Orchestra.
Copland made a valiant attempt to be in step with
a contemporary current is music by demonstrating how
well he could employ what is known as the twelve-tone
row. Was he trying to be prophetic, or was he merely
undertaking to exemplify with historical accuracy what
numerous enthusiasts speak of as the most important
modern achievement in the art of composition? It
would be foolhardy to sneeze at the serial technique
Copland employed in his Connotations for Orchestra,
and it would be unfair to overlook the deftness of his
instrumentation. Nevertheless, Connotations for Orchestra is deadpan through and through. Does it contain a single melodic phrase worth remembering? In
some of his compositions Copland, whose career as a
writer of music has been filled with good fortune, has
succeeded in devising a few melodies deserving of the
name, and in several of his works he has used good
tunes that did not spring into being from his own
brain; but it would be altogether out of place to call
him a gifted melodist. I have my own description of
much of Copland's music. I call it constipated.
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Candor compels me to make the same statement
about Ralph Vaughn Williams' Serenade to Music,
which Bernstein chose to include in the bill of fare he
presented. In my opinion, this work, like much ·of the
renowned Britisher's music, goes exactly nowhere. Fine
craftsmanship is the only virtue it possesses. To me
Vaughn Williams was a chef who knew how to cook
musical pea soup which causes many to shout for joy.
But I consider his soup singularly tasteless. The terrestrial ball on which we dwell has been blessed with
better music than that which emerged from the pen of
Vaughn Williams.
Now we come to Gustav Mahler, who, to my thinking, was a great composer in spite of his massive setting
for choruses, soloists, and a huge orchestra of the
famous hymn Veni, Creator Spiritus. It took Mahler
only three weeks to compose this first movement of his
Symphony No. 8, in E Flat Major, which - without
the composer's assent - was saddled long ago with the
high-sounding title Symphony of a Thousand. Bernstein concluded the program with a performance of
the first movement of this symphony.
Veni, Creator Spiritus is a beautiful hymn. It unU0ubtedly made a deep impression on Mahler, who
had foresworn his Jewish faith and had become a Roman Catholic. Did Ambrose write this poem? Was
Gregory the Great or even Charles the Great the author?
Probably not. The best scholarship considers it the
work of an unknown poet of the ninth century.
I agree wholeheartedly with H. F. Redlich, who says
that among the famous conductor-composer's works
the Symphony No. 8 stands "somewhere near the bottom of the ladder." Although I cannot see eye to eye
with those who sneer whenever one speaks of Mahler as
a great composer, I do not believe that his massive setting of Veni, Creator Spiritus is great music. At best
it is strikingly impressive.
By the time this issue of The Cresset appears in print
I hope to have heard a concert or two in Philharmonic
Hall. Then I shall be able to form an opinion regarding the acoustical properties of the auditorium. The
telecast did not enable me to say anything about this
matter.
Concerning Bernstein's own important part in the
concert I feel compelled to state that if by some miracle
the late Arturo Toscanini, one of his eminent predecessors, had been in the audience, there would have been
a large amount of wincing. Toscanini, you see, was always a stickler for clarity and precision.
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Remembrance: Georges Rouault
------------------------By
pouR years ago Rouault died in Paris at the age of
eighty-eight. The French government gave him a state
funeral and he was laid to rest in the little cemetery of
St. Louis in Versailles.
On his eightieth birthday Rouault became one of
the few artists honored by the French Legion of Honor.
In retrospect one can only say that here was a great
artist who was also a great Christian and sought to
serve the cause of Christ with his art. The decisive
years of his development came at the beginning of the
twentieth century when a great revival of religion
among certain artists was sweeping across France. In
1901 Rouault made the acquaintance of the great poet
Huysmans and three years later Bloy came into his
life. For Rouault the words of Bloy were decisive: "the
ABSOLUTE is a journey without return and that is
why those who undertook it have so few followers and
companions. The man who risks all looks around in
vain for someop.e to stand beside him. Then he begins to understand that it is the Will of God that he
should be alone among his pangs and he dips into the
pitch black of the immeasurables carrying his heart before him like a torch." Even though Bloy regarded
the early work of the great artist as unworthy their
friendship nevertheless continued.
The early paintings of Rouault were all concerned
with dancers and clowns and acrobats. They showed
his protest against the social system which so degraded
human beings, especially women, to the level of the
beast.
A little later his pictures began to show his pardoning concern over against the poor and the down-trodden
of the world. He regarded all of life as a judgment
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of God on the life of man. What can we say about
his destruction of more than three hundred fifteen of
his paintings?
Over -and over again the essential value of the GodMan for all of life showed itself in his pictures of Christ.
His faces of Christ were not intended to be artistic but
they were essentially a religious proclamation. He tried
to find the Christ-image in himself. He sees Christ
buried in the face of a clown, an acrobat, and the
dancer. He wrote under one of his Christ pictures,
"Jesus will be in a death struggle until the end of the
world."
Rouault's face of Christ is timeless and yet it is the
decisive Christ image of the twentieth century. It is
strange and hardly understandable that a man of this
calibre had to wait until he was past seventy before he
was ever allowed to do anything for a church. Finally
Notre Dame in Assy commissioned him to do the
windows. It made Rouault so happy that he donated
them all.
Georges Rouault felt the whole world hanging
wounded on the cross, living only in sacrificial love.
This love lived on in the great struggle of light and
· darkness which shows up in his black and white pictures of the "Miserere" and still proclaims the victory
of the spirit in the life of lonesome ones. Under the
lilst nirtnre nf the Miserere series of fifty-eight he wrote
the words, "By His stripes we are healed." Underneath
the Cross of Christ he writes the words, "he that believeth m Me, though he were dead, yet shall he live."
Only now is the consciousness of this man's work and
love making itself felt in the understanding of our
people.

PROMISSORY NOTES
The robin lurks with granted pomp,
Speaks, surveys, then hastens on,
Reviving choirs of the swamp, Cleansing ears from Winter's song ..
Hark the step of innocence,
From the wood young hoofs embark,
Two valley elms in arm repent,
As ice surrenders from their hearts.
Who now dare trace the savage route,
Of piracy that is no more?
A heart can love; a branch can sprout, The promise of a dawn before . . .
DAVID LIVINGSTONE LANTZ
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THE MODERN KING JAMES VERSION

CONTEMPORARIES

OF THE HOLY BIBLE

By Alfred Kazin (Atlantic-Little, Brown,
$7.50)
What seems to be merely a new collection of past-published reviews and literary
essays turns out to be a concerted battle
against the mish-mash of faddish criticism
and literary discussion which has, in the
past several decades, all but turned literature over -to the selfish specialists. Writing on a variety of subjects, Kazin keeps
insisting that literature can - and should
- help shape our future world. In other
words, and to the horror of the spocia:lists,
Kazin maintains that art is useful, even
necessary.
The essays in this volume were written
between 1955 and 1961, and most of them
were previously published in periodicals.
A few are dated but seem to appear here
for the first time. Several were apparently
written expressly for Contemporaries in
order to fill in some gaps in organization.
The editing is admirable in giving direction
to a series of otherwise miscellaneous essays and also in establishing Kazin's worldview. A brief look at the table of contents will show the direction:

By Jay Green (McGraw-Hill, $7.95)
One of the chief arguments that have
been advanced for replacing the King
James Version of the Bible with some more
recent translation is that the language of
the KJV is archaic and no longer understanded of the people. It might be wondered, therefore, why this defect could
not have been corrected simply by up-dating the language and the syntax - e.g., by
substituting you for thee and thou, by dropping the -est and -eth from the socond
and third person verb forms, and by replacing obsolete words with their contemporary equivalents.
Such relatively
minor updating would have made the KJV
once again intelligible to the modern reader and without any considerable loss of
the grandeur of style and cadence which
makes it the great literary work that it is.
Jay Green has undertaken to do just
this kind of job of modernization and the
results are quite pleasing. I Corinthians
13, for instance, comes through almost untouched except for the substitution of "love"
for "charity" and "see in a mirror dimly"
for "see through a glass, darkly."
The
Magnificat and the Benedictus still cry
out to be chanted, and the Beatitudes sound
like a blessing rather than a pep-talk.
Psalm 24 still rings with authori·ty:
The earth is the Lord's, and the fullness of it;
the world, and those who dwell in it.
For He has founded it upon the seas,
and established it upon -the floods.
But the KJV has been charged with
something more than occasional unintelligibility.
Biblical scholarship, much of
it based upon older texts than those available to the Elizabethan translators, has
cast doubt on the accuracy of certain of
its translations. Thus, to take only two
examples, what did the word almah (young
woman or virgin?) actually mean in Old
Testament days? And did the centurion
at the crucifixion actually say that "this
man" was the Son of God or a Son of God .?
These are not questions which we claim
the competence to answer definitively, but
any genuine concern for the Word of God
must dispose us to take His words seriously so that we do not off-handedly reject a
new understanding of them merely because we have already decided what we
want them to mean. Mr. Green seems to
feel that the KJV is a definitive translation, a claim which we doubt its translators would have made for it.
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I. The Background of Modern Literature
II. Relevance of the American Past
III. Old Boys, Mostfy American
IV. Famous Since the War
V. The European Current
VI. Places
VII. Freud and His Consequences
VIII. The Puzzle of Modern Society
IX. The Critic's Task
This last soction contains a previouslyunpublished essay, "The Function of Criticism Today," which (to use a cliche) is
worth the price of the book. Here Kazin
establish es the assumptions which infonn
all of the preceding essays.
He write-s
sadly of students who have learned to imitate the popular critical language, but who
do not understand it.
He might have
pressed the point further: the chief difficulty in the entire world of modem art
is that critics, professors, students, and
many of the artists themselves have swallowed a vocabulary of terms which they can
spit up on a moment's notice without having the vaguest idea of what they are doing. Unfortunately, graduate schools tend
to condone -this practice, and many of them
actually promote it perhaps unknowingly.
The trouble is that we play it safe, feeling that we have been caught in a system
and must obey its rules. Kazin proposes
that "The critic who has the equipment

to be a force, the critic who can set up
standards for his age, must be a partisan
of one kind of art and a bitter critic of
another." That is, the cri-t ic must take
a stand. He must have in mind a goal
of some kind, a program, not susceptible
to quickly changing fashions ·a nd academic
games. Yet, he must be objective enough
to recognize the virtues of wri-t ers whom
he otherwise dislikes. Kazin rightly identifies T. S. Eliot's major difficulty in critical writing his conclusions are usually
wrong. But the analyses which Eliot undertakes are discerning and right. Kazin
is the only influential critic today who has
been able to make this necessary distinction.
What keeps most critics occupied with
"little" things, says Kazin, is the fact that
they have had "too easy a time of it, that
their readers no longer make any great demand on them. And I believe the re-ason
for this is the growing assumption that literature cannot affect our future, that the
future is in other hands." Kazin would
have us believe, and rightly, that literature
can "provide ideas central to social policy
and moral behavior."
And so Kazin is a kind of moralist, somewhat in the tradition of Arnold. In an
earlier and famous book, On Native
Grou·nds, he showed a social concern in
keeping with the temper of the '30s. Today his social concern remains, but it has
broadened into something spiritual.
He
still likes novels of social problems (Dreiser), but he dislikes the extremes to which
they have gone in realistic documentation
(O'Hara). He tends to dismiss too easily
much of the currently popular personal
and eccentric literature; and yet, true to
his own critical intentions, he must combat that art which retre·ats into itself and
ignores the world.
His is a broad and
moral view, and if the moral impulse sometimes keeps him from praising a small psychoanalytical novel, yet it seems a finn
ground from which to operate.
Literature should be taught not as "models of correctness" but as "rare moments
of spirit." This would seem to establish
Kazin as a romantic rather than a classicist.
But Kazin is neither. He is simply a sensible critic with the nerve to "set things
right." He wou'l d like us -t o get out of
"the safe grooves of literary criticism"
and take a fresh look at things.
Contemporaries is an important book.
NEW MEXICO, A HISTORY
OF FOUR CENTURIES

By Warren A. Beck (University of Oklahoma Press, $5.95)
The appearance of this new state history makes a distinctive addition to the
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lengthening roster of publications from
Oklahoma.
State histories generally can
be regarded with a certain amount of suspicion, especially if written by devoted
native sons; but in this case, Beck has
taken full advantage of the exciting and
varied background of our changing Southwest ro fashion a thoroughly readable,
comprehensive, yet by no means uncritical
survey. Natumlly, there are bound to be
aspects slighted; while other items are treated with greater detail than the interest of
the general reader might warrant. On the
whole, however, a careful balance has been
preserved among the Indian, Spanish, and
American sections in orde·r to document
the transformation of a once backward
sand-cactus-adobe culture into one of our
fastest-growing states, a center of urbanindustrial enterprise and a vital part of
our missile and rocket program.
New Mexico is celebrating fifty years
of statehood. Behind this lie more than
three hundred years of European contacts,
settlement, and dominion; and still earlier,
untold generations of high-level pueblo
Indian civilization.
New Mexico shares
with Fllorida the oldest history of any part
of continental United States. In this reviewer's opinion, the chapters depicting the
ancient mesa communities, and those which
narrate the arrival of the Spanish are the
best in the entire book. Here Beck captures so well the flavor of the search for
"God, gold, and glory."
Isolated from Mexico City in the long
years of colonial rule, lacking large quantities of gold or silver, and subject to devastating raids from nomadic tribes to the east,
these few thousand men and women, Indian, Spanish, and mestizo, held on despite
terrible hardships in order to protect the
missions and to provide a valid claim
against French and later Anglo-American
entry into an even more remote frontier
to the north.
In due course, American penetration did
transform their way of life completely.
Beck has included many fascinating anecdotes of this confrontation: Pike's expedition, Kit Carson, the Bents, and all the
trappers and traders who established the
Santa Fe Trail.
Virtually every article found in one of
the general stores of the frontier was
loaded on the wagons and headed westward. About half of the merchandise
was cotton goods, the remainder usual•ly
consisting of hardware i terns, various
kinds of COJ>tume jewelry, and a wide
variety of other consumer goods. One
example of the sort of unique demand
for American goods which existed was
empty bottles. Indians preferred bottles to money in trade for their produce, and were willing ro pay up to
half a dollar a piece for them. Hence,
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traders were able to provide liquid refreshment on the long journey by buying •l iquor in Missouri, drinking the
contents, and then trading the empty
bottles for goods worth more than the
initial cost of the liquor.
General K earney's expedition during the
Mexi·can War (1846-48) wrested political
control from Mexico; and from then on,
the saga of New Mexico moves rapidly into
the focus of US history - slavery in the
territories, popular rovereignty, the Civil
War. The wave of rampant lawlessness
from 1865 to the turn of the century provided even greater drama - the range wars
of Lincoln County in the 1870's, and the
exploits of Elfego Baca and Billy the Kid,
to the last Indiana campaigns of the 1880's.
Some people even prayed for "another war
with Mexico to make her take the territory
back."
The final third of the book is taken up
with the fight for admission to statehood
and wilth a survey of present-day economic,
political, and cultural activities. Here the
difficulties of trying to include a line or
so on every politician, every business leader,
every writer and artist becomes all too
evidenlt. But even so, there is much of
genuine interest in the careers of men like
Albert Fall, "one of New Mexico's ablest
political leaders," and such distinguished
contemporaries as Carl Hatch, Dennis
Chavez, and Clinton Anderson. Or in the
11terary achievements of Mary Austin, Oliver LaFarge, Willa Cather (Death Comes
for the Archbishop) and Paul Hogan
(Great River).
Much of the old-time
glamor wihl soon be gone forever. Only
25 per cent of the names in the 1960 state
directory a.re Spanish.
Indians comprise
but 5 per cen•t of the total population. Albuquerque has dose to a third of a million
inhabitants, and the US government is now
the largest state employer. All in all, it's
a far cry from the New Mexico of the
films and TV screens.
WILLIS BOYD
SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME

Edited by Joseph S. Roucek (Philosophical Library, $10.00)
This collection of readings, edited by Dr.
Roucek, analyses various aspects of the
study of criminology as it is related to the
larger field of sociology. As a discipline,
criminology has traditionally been a part
of sociology, but the relationship to sociological theory has not been as dose as the
editor and writers consider desi•r able. The
various theoretical approaches - individual,
social, psychological, and positiVIStic have been piece-meal and have not been related to >the overall theory of the behavioral
sciences.
To place criminal behavior in its proper
perspective, it is maintained that it must be

approached in the same manner as other
aspects of social behavior are studied, i.e.,
criminality is a product of societal forces
and not a separate entity. It is pointed
out that opposition to law is a tradition in
the United States. Americans have shown
a tendency to disobey laws which cause inconvenience or frustration.
ThP.re is a
dichotomy between the real and ideal that
leads to lawbreaking. For example, laws
are passed, presumably with majority support, prohibiting or reguilating the sale of
alcoholic beverages, gambling, and prostitution. On the other hand, the goods or
services prohibited are in wide demand
and an illegal market flourishes.
In the section entitled "Socio-Psychological Aspects" usual environmental and
personality factors in crime causation are
discussed. The authors dispel the notion
that the foreign-born are a primary factor
by analyzing American history and the violence of the frontier.
Some authorities
point out that the schools may foster delinquency by not recognizing problems early
enough or by frustrating the child, and
schools are encourage-d to add social caseworkers to their staff to help children adjust to s·chool situations and also to develop
better relations between the school and
other community resources.
Mass communication is likewise examined as a contributing factor to delinquent behavior, indicating that when the primary socializing
agencies the family, the school, the
chu-rch become disorganized or powerless, the radio, television, movies, comic
books, etc., become the predominant influences in the child's development.
The writers also point out that the American systems of jurisprudence and penology
are contributing factors to the crime probkm. The legal fiction that the state is the
victim when a crime is committed draws
the focus from the real problem of suffering caused by crime. The penal system
created an inverted society where status is
gained by being anti-social, and it does not
rehabilitate as a rule. Penology, or more
properly, a philosophy of punishment, attempts to treat without identifying what is
being treated or its causes. Much research
is needed on prison culture, which tends to
create more tensions that it alleviates.
In general, control of crime is hampered
by inequities in law enforcement, inadequate confinement, classification and treatment facilities, and the low status popularly
attributed to police and correctional personnel.
The latter part of this collection is devoted to analyzing crime control, penology,
and jurisprudence in other countries, especially in the Soviet Union and its satellites. Dr. Roucek points out that under
Engels-Marx-Lenin ideology the state would
wither away as remnants of bourgeois thinking disappeared and the classless society
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evolved. After forty years, though punishment is . less harsh, there is a growing
apathy to political education and a rejection of regimentation manifested by the
younger generations who have known nothing but the Soviet system. Juvenile delinquency and criminality are considered foreign imports frrom the Western world sionce
the system behind •the Iron Curtain does
not encourage aMi-social behavior as capitalism does.
Thus, political expediency,
rather than legality, underlies the Soviet
approach to crime.
Parts of this book are valuable to the
student of crime. However, it need not be
read in its entirety because much of the
material is not new but is usually found m
standard <:riminolog) textbooks.
ANTHONY S.

KuHARICK

MIDLAND
Edited by Paul Engle (Random House,

$6.50)
Sub-titled "Twenty-five Years of Fiction and Poetry, selected from .the Writing
Workshops of the State University of
Iowa," this volllliile again raises the old
question, can schools actually teach people
to write? In spite of .t he fact that many
of today's writers earn their living by
teaching, one still wonders whether school
can be a substitute for experience.
On the surface, Midland is impressive
evidence of .the effectiveness of the writing
schools. The importance of this book cannot be underestimated.
Eighty·five published writers are represented here, which
me"ans that the Iowa workshops have
turned out an average of more than three
a year, no mean accomplishment.
And yet, much of the Iowa writing is
characterized by smartness, and by cleverness of technique, at the expense of significance. There is a New Yorker kind of superficiality, and indeed many of these
pieces have been published in .the New
Yorker magazine. The volume as a whole
tends to be "precious" and often shallow.
Perhaps this is the danger of schools
too much emphasis on technique, while the
writers often have nothing to say.
In sheer bulk, most of the volume is
devoted to short fiction twenty-four
stories in 416 pages. The most respectable
of the fiction writers are Jean Stafford and
WaJlace Stegner. Most of the others are
unknown except to readers of the "little"
magazines.
However, one is inclined to
point out that -a single Stegner ·alone is
worth the price of the entire Iowa program. In poetry, the best-·k nown names
are Paul Engle, Jean Garrigue, Donald
Justice, and Joseph Langland.
In all,
sixty-one poets are represe-nted, few of them
important.
The best excuse for buying Midland is
to find out what is going on in the new
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literature of the mid-twentieth century.
The revelation may be disappointing, but
it is still a fact.
THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WARS
By Edward

P.

Hamilton

(Doubleday,

$5.95)
This is the .fourteenth volume in the
"Mainstream of America" series, a series
which includes such first-rate jobs of historical writing as This Hallowed Ground
by Bruce Gatton, The Men Who Made the
Nation by John Dos Passos, and Men to
Match the Mountain by Irving 'Stone.
Mr. Hamilton, the curator of Fort Ticonderoga, tells the story of the sav.age
struggle for the control of this continent
that was being .fought just two centuries
ago. It is not a pretty story. We read of
the Indians "filling th eir stomachs with
boiled Canadians" and of the incentive of
a "price of ten crowns for the scalp of an
Englishman."
(Some df the craftier Indians carved one scalp into three parts for
triple profits.)
'!'here is the story of
Eunice Williams who was captured and
re-ared by Indians, became a squaw, and
eventually became .the grandmother of an
adventurer who tried to palm himself off
as the lost Dauphin, son of Louis VI, king
of France.
The graft and corruption of this epoch
was "something to be taken for granted,"
and .the white le-adership, in their ruthless
profiteering, "strayed beyond the bounds
of normal graft . . . an<;l . . . made a fortune" from th e war. To cover up their
profiteering, they "allowed the storehouse
to be burned with the records" so that
"the unexplained shortages on supplies"
would no longer be available.
Beneath these wars and all of the venality associated with them great issues were
being determined: first 01f all, whether the
Indian or the white man would dominate
the continent; secO'Ildly, whether the white
master would be English or French; and
thirdly (although this could hardly have
been evident a t the time) whether it would
be the English Englishman or the American
Englishman who would become the final
master. The wars were a time of crisis
and transition, and Mr. Hamilton has done
this period the justice which scholarship
has too long delayed.
RALPH EuGENE ScHENK

THOMAS BEECHAM: AN
INDEPENDENT BIOGRAPHY
By Charles Reid (Dutton, $4.50)
Sir Thomas Beecham, whom many regard as one of the truly great conductors
of recent times, died of cerebral thrombosis
on March 8, 1961. He was eighty-one
years old. His long c.,reer in music had
been brilliant and tempestuous. He had
spent huge amounts of his own money to

advance the art to which he had dedicated
his life, and his achievements had been
acknowledged and praised throughout the
world.
Sir Thomas' tongue had become almost as
famous as his baton. Some of his quips had
inflicted stinging pains and had made many
enemies.
Nevertheless, his outstanding
ability and his unselfish devotion to music
had won ·thousands of stll.unch friends and
ardent admirers. When he died, '.'English
mus1c suddenly dwindled to what· it was
before 1906, a smallish and rather mmty
box.
Not only that.
Much glow and
savour had gO'Ile from the English scene."
The words just quoted are the final
sentences in Thomas Beecham: An Independeont Biography, by Charles Reid. Thousands of English men and English women
wi.JI fly into a rage when they read the
brief but scalding peroration with which
the able biographer brings his fine · book
to a close. But thousands of English men
and English women will applaud.
Sir Thomas was much more than a great
conductor.
He was a great personage.
Does England particularly music in
England - realize how much it owes him?
One wonders.
Frankness came natural to Sir Thomas.
More often than not it would bite and tear
with devil-may-care abandon.
Sometimes
it went far beyond the bounds of what is
commonly called propriety. But it always
attracted attention.
Cigar-smoking Sir
Thomas regarded Willem Mengelberg and
Arturo Toscanini as "humbugs." Maybe
the "pink ladies" of which he was fond
were responsible for this verdict. But "pink
ladies" - a mixture of "grenadine, white
of egg, gin, and other pleasant things" or no "pink ladies," Sir Thomas' pontifical
stricture made news and caused much fur
to fly. One may take it or leave it.
Those who want to read about one of
the mighty individualists in the world of
music will find much food for thought, diThomas
gestion, and regurgitation m
Beecham: An Independent Biography. The
book is chockful of important information,
illuminating anecdotes, and fascinating side
lights.
WOOD CUTS
Poems by Rockwell B. Schaefer (The
Christopher Publishing House, $2.50)
The dust jacket states that "the delicacy of the Orient pervades the pages of
this unusual volume . . . written in the
unique stytle of the ancient Oriental poets"
by one who "has become a master of this
poetic technique." These claims are progressively fanciful. Of the fifty-nine verses
labelled "Poems of Chinese Origin" and the
thirty-seven "Poems of Japanese Origin,"
several are clearly under the wrong heading and none can unequivocally claim such
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noble heritage. One might rather say that
the use of "lords, the movement of ideas,
and the handEng of images are· distinctively
Western.

of James's novels and the criticism which
they have called forth.

Moreover, beneath the veneer a£ Asian
nouns one finds a melange of confused and
anachronistic historical ideas.
A typical
example is the polarization of fighting
samurai and geisha, though .the only battles samurai fought after the 17th century
were far removed from geisha, those 18vh
century innovations. There is also a profusion a£ barbaric spellings: saki for sake,
kimona for kimono, and the like.

THE CACTUS AND THE CROWN

These observations are douhtelessly unimportant as far as the poetry per se is
concerned. What is important, however,
is that taJk of Oriental "origins" distracts
the reader from more readily discovering
several delightful poems. Despite an unrestrained use of adjectives, Mr. Schaefer
can master delicacy, as in "Night Fall,"
or capture a gossaiiler of pathos, as in
"Obedient Daughter." But when his verse
speaks to the heart it is usually in spite of,
neve.r because of, his attempts to dabble in
what he so imperfectly understands.
ROBERT EPP

THE NOVELS OF HENRY JAMES

By Oscar Cargill (Macmillan, $7 .95)
Mr. Cargill's study of the novels of Henry
James will certainly appeal to the struggling student, whe-ther he be undergraduate
or graduate. For, if nothing else-, Mr. Cargill gives the reader and student something
to reassure him while he gets going on his
own evaluation. Not only does the author
express his own views, but he brings in for
brie-f discussion the major views of other
critics.
This is, then, a useful book. It is divided
into · five main sections, corresponding to
what Mr. Cargill considers .the major phases
in James's development. •Individual chapters
are devoted to twenty-two novels which
}ames wrote in whole or in part. Each
chapter is followed by extensive notes.
Finally, the index is thorough enough to
be very useful in itself.
Whether this book is definitive is another
matter. Pe-rhaps we must wait for such a
book until the prolonged "cult of James" .
has run its course. To Mr. Cargill's credit,
however, he follows the intentions which
are clearly stated in the "Preface" : he
hopes to create a book of "accumulated
wisdom," a "body of appreciation," an "elementary synthesis." Granted that he expresses his own opinions of James, often
in conflict with those of the critics he discusses; and at times he may support James
more than he should, mainly, it seems, for
the sake of argument this is simply a
human weakness.
What remains is a
high•ly useful and usually sensible survey
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Another fascinating feature of this novel,
written by an experienced author, is the
wooing and winning of Sally by Pierre amid
intrigue and accompanying difficulties
through which their courage carries them
gallantly.

By Catherine Gavin (Doubleday, $4.95)
At a time when our curiosity is piqued
concerning the history and well-being of
our Latin American neighbors, this novel
Its background is
is very appr.opriate.
Europe during the late eighteen-Sixties at
the time when Bismarck was rising .to power,
the House of Hapsburg were beginning to
decline, and the ambitious Napoleon III
was emperor of France.
Mexico under Juarez was in a state of
turmoil. Since France had earlier lost part
of the Mississippi basin, Napoleon felt it
expedient to gain some territory while the
United ..States was involved in a civil war.
At this time a Confederate victory seemed
imminent - a situation more sympathetic
to a monarchy in Mexico. Also, Napoleon
found it convenient to "intervene" in support of the claims of a rascally financier,
Jecker, who was hand-in-glove with his ha>lf
brother.
Seeking for someone to take the Mexican
throne, it was generally agreed that the
Hapsburg cause would be strengthened if.
Maximilian, brother of Emperor Franz·
Joseph, and his wife would build a new
empire on another continent.
Ambitious
and capable Carlota welcomed the opportunity but Maximi1ian . loved his native
land. Eventually Maximilian, who lacked
ambition, was coerced into •the undertaking.
The story, told with skill and clarity,
follows the doomed monarchy through the
young lives of Dr. Andrew Lorimer, his
sister Sally, and Pie-rre Franchet, a French
expeditionary soldier. Dr. Lorimer, a former field surgeon with the Confederate forces
embittered by the defeat of the South, goes
half-heartedly to M exico City to take over
a practice left him by his uncle. In contrast, Sally, a warm and courageous person,
loves Mexico and its people, and sets about
to improve the conditions of the peons at
her hacienda, also a legacy of her uncle.
Because of Andrew's profession, he comes
in contact with Maximilian and Carlota.
He eventually becomes the physici·a n to
Carlota, by then a mentally deranged empress. In spite of a frustrated love affair
and inadequate facilities •to carry out some
of his progressive theories of practice, Andrew becomes dedicated to ·his work. Sally
becomes the confidant of Carlota and accompanies her on her fateful trip to Europe
in an effort to create interest in and raise
money for Maximilian. As the French and
Austrian forces, along with loyal Mexicans,
are gradually defeated by Juarez and his
generals, Napoleon decides to withdmw his
troops and leaves Maximilian to the cruelty
of his enemies.

BESSIE

J.

Jox

UHURU

By Robert Ruark (McGraw-Hill, $5.95)
In his new novel, Ruark brings his readers up-to-date on the colony of Kenya, a
country he had covered in depth previously
in a long novel!, Something of Value, a
story of the Mau Mau uprising.
With
freedom ( uhum) only months away, the
author finds the natives far from ready
for it, but, in his opinion, they would be no
more ready several decades from now.
A number of characters from the earlier
novel appear in this one, one of whom,
Brian Dermott, is more or 'less the hero.
However, at intervals the story line shifts
and Dermott is replaced as the central
figure by several African politicians and
by Don Bruce, a white farmer.
In all,
twenty major characters appear in the
·novel.
Dermott, who was a white terror among
the retaliating forces in the days of the
Mau Mau, is now the operator of a highly
successful safari service, but he loves wild
animals and would much prefer to be shooting natives. Katie Crane, a wealthy American divorcee, and her brother hire Dermott's services and, while on safari, Katie
and Dermott, whose wife left him in the
previous book, fall in 1ove, or as much in
love as the hero is capable of falling. When
Dermott suffers a type of epileptic fit which
is brought on by drink, Katie takes ·him
back to his family farm and nurses him
back to health. Just when a happy ending
seems in the offing, Katie's throat is slashed
by a ·couple of Mau Mau when she accidentally witnesses a kidnapping.
The author presents in great detail the
arguments both for and against Kenyan
independence, but oM Bwana Ruark has a
heavy bias in favor of the white man and
can see nothing ahead but chaos and bloodshed on the order of that witnessed during
the Congo independence. Only three of
the black characters in the novel are treated
in a favorable light, and it is significant
that all three are of the Uncle Tom variety
who cruter to ·the white man's wishes.
This is, however, a timely novel, though
long and loosely written. The descriptions
of safari qife and the stal.k ing of wild game
are excellent, and the shift to Nairobi and
the machinations of the African politicians
are anti-climactic. This novel is also an improvement over Something of Value if
only because the gory details of depraved
human behavior, which were featured in
the earlier book, have been almost eliminated in this one.
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A Minority Report
Led ger Ethics
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ By

VICTOR

F.

any consideration or execution of Christian ethic,
we are very likely to lapse into ledger ethics. As for
example: "I have forgiven him a half-dozen times and
that is enough! So there." Or at night to ask yourself: "What have I done evil today? I must know this
so I am able to ask forgiveness and understanding for
the right sins." It is so easy to look at our conduct,
especially if we are comparing ourselves to others, in
terms of adding up the debits and the credits. Morover,
this balancing of the conduct-account from day to day
is apt to be an accounting of all the little evils in life.
True enough, many of the little and trivial evils and
wrongs do count but more often than not they do not
go to the essence and being of life.
However, when we look at the big things in contemporary life, we are also befuddled. Does Christ
want us to go into Cuba? If so, under what conditions
and in what circumstances? Must the Christian leader
fight for Berlin or should he in Christian charity give
in, double the distance, and go second and third miles
with the Russians? True enough, many of the big
things do count but often they too do not take us to
the essence of life.
Now, then, what is all this "gobbledy-gook" with
the Christian ethic? How, then, are we to lead the
Christian life? Some will answer: the Christian can
only live his life as a private individual. The Christian
ethic is an individual ethic and not a social ethic. This
kind of a Christian will look upon himself as a moral
person but upon society as immoral. A person lives
one way as a moral private person but another way as
a person in an immoral collectivity. Life becomes a
matter of carrying water on both shoulders.
Some will answer: society must be re-formed and rearranged so that the Christian is able to have his day
and to live his life as God would have him lead it.
Such people may argue that a Christian cannot really
lead the Christian life except in a democratic society,
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or m a system of free enterprise, or m some kind of
conservative society. They will argue that a person
simply cannot be a Christian in Russia unless Russia
is first re-organized.
The first group will argue: why do anything in Oxford, Mississippi, at all? Let society be and let them
be. I have already heard Christians argue that we as
Christians must not meddle in affairs like this. The
Christian should just let the Gospel be preached and
"let the niggers take care of themselves!" But as my
preacher said the other day: it is easy to get wrapped
up in abstract soul talk and thereby to forget that
these souls eat, are hungry, are worried, and cry.
Others want to go into Mississippi with the idea of
radically changing the system. If only all the Negroes
could vote and participate in the democratic processes,
then everything would be A-OK. With a change in
the legal framework, it is assumed that something will
happen and overnight the whites in Oxford will love
the Negro. Most of us know that human beings are
· not changed so rapidly.
Evidence and arguments worthy of consideration can
be marshalled to all sides of these issues. The Christian, mindful of God's absolutes, is looking for the absolute answers that never quite come. Because of the
contingencies and the caprice of the world in which we
live as Christians, it is high time in our church to talk
about Christian discretion.
Christian discretion assumes, in the first place, that
life, even for the Christian, permits of no final answers.
In the second place, Christian discretion demands that
we teach the Christian to make his own decisions and
to learn how to make them within his own experience.
In the third place, the Christian will make his ethical
decisions, no matter the ambiguities, with the main eye
to the ultimate standards. His decisons made in tensions will tend to the absolutes of the right and the
wrong.
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Sights and Sounds

The Great and the Disgraceful
-------------------------------------------------------------------8
the past few weeks viewers of television proD URING
grams in the United State have had cause to rejoice
-and cause to hang their heads in shame. As citizens of
this great republic we were stirred and elated by the
successful six-orbital flight achieved by Commander
Walter M. Schirra; we were filled with justifiable pride
when we were privileged to be present via television at
the dedication of Philharmonic Hall, the first completed unit of Lincoln Center in New York City; and
surely we were shocked, saddened, and, I hope, outraged by the sorry spectacle of the necessity to employ
armed might to insure for one young American the
rights and privileges that are his under the Constitution.
Every one of these events was of special interest and
significance not only to us but to the entire world.
Through the medium of taped programs transmitted to
Europe via Telstar citizens of the USSR actually were
able to see for the first time the lift-off of a space
vehicle. The completion of Philharmonic Hall marked
a giant step forward in a nationwide program dedicated
to the cultivation and expansion of the performing arts.
More than sixty specially designed cultural centers are
either being planned or are actually in the process of
being built at the present time. The largest and most
imposing of these are Lincoln Center in New York
City; the National Cultural Center in Washington,
D.C.; and the $25,000,000 center now under construction in Los Angeles, California.
But it is well to remember that the erection of imposing edifices does not mean that we are suddenly
"cultured." The New Yorker recently carried a thoughtprovoking comment on this subject. The writer pointed
out that "culture requires too much space to be confined in one building, one city, or any other place
smaller than a man's mind." After all, the culture of
a people is the essence and the sum total of every aspect of that nation's society. Will the world judge the
measure of our culture by the disgraceful incidents that
occurred in Mississippi? Not a happy thought, is it?
Many of the fall TV programs have made their debut and are underway for a new season. As of now, I
must say that l have not been impressed. The newsand-current events programs are still the best fare on
TV. Advance schedules indicate that we are to have
some outstanding presentations a little later. The
"blood-and-bandage" dramas - if that is the word
about doctors and hospitals have been augmented to
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include nurses and psychiatrists. I doubt that I shall
dare expose myself to these tear-jerkers too often. I
just might begin to feel that I had one or all of the ailments depicted with such phony and melodramatic
"realism." I might even be too weak to wield a pen.
Calling Dr. Kildare - or maybe Ben Casey?
y

Now for a look at the movies. The story of Helen
Keller has long been a source of inspiration to those
who suffer physical handicaps and to everyone who
glories in the triumph of the mind and the spirit over
physical limitations. The Miracle Worker (United
Artists, Arthur Penn) depicts with harrowing realism
one chapter in the life story of this remarkable woman
and her equally remarkable teacher. I suppose this
really must be recognized as a most important and
decisive chapter in the life of Miss Keller. Blind and
deaf, the child Helen seemed to be doomed to a life of
darkness, silence, and emptiness. But then Annie Sullivan came into her life, and Helen's slow, agonizing
struggle began. The outcome of the struggle is well
known. The M imcle Worker is one of the most poignant films I have ever seen. At times it is well-nigh
unendurable to watch the bitter, raging conflict between
pupil and teacher. But this is also one of the most inspiring pictures ever to come out of Hollywood.
The producer of The Miracle Worker had the good
sense to make use of the players who had created the
drama on Broadway. Anne Bancroft is magnificent in
the role of Annie Sullivan, and Patty Duke's portrayal
of the child Helen is superb. The supporting cast is
less successful. The characterizations are both overdrawn and overacted. Arthur Penn's skillful and sensitive direction carries the action to a powerful climax
- a climax which marked the beginning of a cruelly
handicapped child's emergence from a world of dark
and silent torment.
Here are other summertime releases: Hatari, a colorful film set in Tanganyika; Stowaway in the Sky, which
takes us on a delightful journey over and through
France; two undistinguished suspense yarns, I Thank a
Fool and Guns of Darkness; The Interns, a routine soap
opera with a hospital setting; two unusual westerns,
Ride the High Country and Lonely are the Brave; and
The Scarface Mob and The Tartars, two worthless entries that are best veiled in silence. I am hopeful for
better things to come.
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Exit Jody

THE cold rain came down harder as we stood by the
side of the car for a few moments - a heavy September rain which tore some leaves from the birch trees
in the quadrangle . . . We shook hands briefly . . . I
said, "Goodbye, son" . . . He said: "See you at ·Christmas" . . . He turned quickly and disappeared around
the corner of the ancient dormitory . . . The rain
blurred my eyes for a moment and beyond its whisper
I could hear the sound of the soft closing of a book . . .
We turned the car toward the highway and began the
long journey home . . . Our mission had been accomplished . . . We had taken our boy to college . . .
Certainly there is nothing news-or-note-worthy about
that ... If there is any interest in it at all, it is its universality ... Each year it happens to thousands of families
. .. And for that reason the event may be worth a few
words ...
In the life of every family it marks the end of an era
. . . He will corrie home again, of course; but he will
never be completely dependent on us . . . There will
be friends whom his parents have never seen, experiences which he will not share, and dreams which are
his alone . . .
I must confess that as I watched him cross the quadrangle - on the path where so many had walked before
him - the dam of time broke and I was flooded with·
memories . . . I remembered him as a little hillock of
protest, weighing less than eight pounds, as he lay on
the seat beside me when we brought him home from
the hospital ... It was a bitter winter day, there was war
all over, and he seemed to feel that the world into which
we were dragging him was a sad and lonely plate not
made for him . . .
Then I remembered the day in 1950 when Mark and
I watched him leave for his first day in school . .. He
was still a little forlorn figure as he turned the corner
to begin the process which would· not end until after
June 1966 ... Other days I remembered too . . . The
winter night when he first read the Christmas Gospel
. . . the long nights when he sobbed, a frightened child,
because asthma was robbing him of breath . . . the
stiffly starched Confirmation day when sleeves and
trousers were becoming too short . . . the days at the
military academy when he bravely marched back and
forth with a gun that was longer than he ...
Our car turned into the turnpike and I shook my
head in dismay . . . Why this suspicious wetness back
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of my eyes? ... Like all men before him he too has to
go and see . . . Our relationship was frail en~ugh, as
heaven knows, and that time would break it was clear
from the day of his birth ... If there were any echoes
of universality in it, they would now come from God .. .
A day had ended, but along the road I now saw the
lights of other homes, shining in the freedom and glory
of evening . . . and I was suddenly content . . . Some
of these lights - tomorrow - will also be for him ...
though my hands will not light them .

Anniversary
The managing editor informs me that The Cresset is
now twenty-five years old ... Before I say anything else
I must write a word of warm and brotherly gratitude
to said managing editor for carrying the major burden
of editing this journal these past fourteen years . . . I
say this here and now so that he cannot slink into my
doorway a few weeks hence and report that he had no
room for this . . .
Twenty-five years . . . I turned my chair and looked
out of the window where two sparrows were waiting
for the close of day ... November 1937 - around the
table in Room eleven of the Palmer House were saints
whose life and words brought wisdom and gladness to
our years . . . Lindemann, Graebner, Polack, Maier
have now gone before us . . . Haentzschel, Geiseman,
Dorn, Coates, Hansen, A. R. Kretzmann, Klauser are
still on the way with us . . . Together, they, the dead
and the living, make up one of the most stimulating
groups in Christendom . .. In 1937 they saw clearly
the dark danger of Hitler and Mussolini - the clouds of
war - the coming of the New Leviathan, the all-powerful State - the decline of morals and the growing softness of society - the need for flashes of laughter in a
darkening world . . . (See the famous column "The
Alembic" by Graebner and Haentzschel) - the growing
dialogue between Christendom and modern culture
(here I remember the only lady who has been with us
all these years - intelligent, articulate, and discerning
·- Anne Hansen) . . . and so on . . . .
The sparrows have gone away and the sun will soon
go down beyond the hill to the south ... The voices of
these my friends are in the evening air now and they
walk strongly , before my mind's eye . . . They have
flung long ribbons of light across many hearts in this
·evening hour of the world . . . and their memory is
blessed ·a mong us . . .
THE CRESSET

